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for flow-induced energy harvesting
by Stefano Olivieri
This work concerns a novel concept for energy harvesting (EH) from fluid flows, based
on the aeroelastic flutter of elastically-bounded plates immersed in laminar flow. The
resulting flapping motions are investigated in order to support the development of
centimetric-size EH devices exploiting low wind velocities, with potential application
in the autonomous powering of low-power wireless sensor networks used, e.g., for re-
mote environmental monitoring. The problem is studied combining three-dimensional
direct numerical simulations exploiting a state-of-the-art immersed boundary method,
wind-tunnel experiments on prototypal EH devices, and a reduced-order phenomeno-
logical model based on a set of ordinary differential equations. Three key features of
the aeroelastic system are investigated: (i) we identify the critical condition for self-
sustained flapping using a simple balance between characteristic timescales involved
in the problem; (ii) we explore postcritical regimes characterized by regular limit-cycle
oscillations, highlighting how to maximize their amplitude and/or frequency and in
turns the potential energy extraction; (iii) we consider arrays of multiple devices, re-
vealing for certain arrangements a constructive interference effect that leads to signifi-
cant performance improvements. These findings lead to an improved characterization
of the system and can be useful for the optimal design of EH devices. Moreover, we
outline future research directions with the ultimate goal of realizing high-performance




The present Doctoral Thesis deals with the theoretical, numerical and experimental
analysis of a specific aeroelastic system with the ultimate goal of extracting energy
from laminar fluid flows exploiting a flutter-like instability.
The work has been carried out during the three years of the XXXII cycle (A.Y.
2016-2019) of the Ph.D. program in “Fluid Dynamics and Environmental Engineering”
at the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering (DICCA) of the
University of Genoa (IT).
After the dissertation on the aforementioned subject, a short report is included on
complementary research that has been carried out during this three-year period.
Finally, the related scientific production (i.e., papers on peer-reviewed journals
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Aeroelastic phenomena represent a longstanding issue in the history of aeronautical
and civil engineering. In the design of aircraft, bridges or tall buildings, many efforts
have been devoted to their understanding, in order to suppress the source of poten-
tially catastrophic failures or control issues [5, 6, 37]. In this kind of fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) problem, the dynamics of elastic structures and fluid flows are fully
coupled, leading to peculiar phenomena such as the self-sustained oscillation experi-
enced by fluttering wings or bluff bodies [78, 79].
More recently, however, an increasing interest can be noted toward these same
phenomena, but with the purpose of exploiting the underlying mechanisms to extract
energy from the wind or marine currents [1, 45, 48]. Specifically, the development
of efficient energy harvesting (EH) techniques is rapidly gaining importance as an
innovative way for the autonomous supply of low-power sensors, which have numerous
and promising applications, e.g. in environmental monitoring activities.
The present work concerns this latter framework by focusing on the investigation of
a novel concept for aeroelastic EH based on elastically-bounded flapping plates. Before
introducing the subject and the research objectives, we briefly recall classical concepts
of aeroelasticity and review the increasing literature on FSI-based EH techniques,
along with their potential application in emerging technologies.
1.1 Background
Several attempts of defining and classifying aeroelastic instabilities have been made by
many researchers since the end of Second World War. A well-known classification was
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) Collar’s triangle of aeroelasticity (red line underlining flutter),
reproduced from Ref. [48]. (b) Typical airfoil model for coupled-mode flutter, re-
produced from Ref. [24].
first proposed by Collar [19] by means of a conceptual triangle between inertial, elastic
and aerodynamic forces (reproduced in Fig. 1.1a), and then accepted by classical
textbooks [5, 24]. Collar’s classification is rather comprehensive and, in particular,
points out the distinction between static and dynamic aeroelastic phenomena.
For the sake of energy extraction, we are concerned with the latter, for which a fur-
ther classification can be made following Blevins [6]. Classical aeroelastic instabilities
are, in particular, associated with steady flow interacting with structures having some
degrees of freedom (DoFs). In this regard, we can have different mechanisms such as
flutter, galloping and vortex-induced vibration (VIV). While flutter is associated with
slender aerodynamic bodies such as wings or airfoils, galloping and VIV are typical
of bluff bodies such as circular or prismatic cylinders.
On the other hand, McCarthy et al. [48] recently reviewed an alternative classifi-
cation of flutter, aiming at unifying the overall framework, by distinguishing between
(i) moviment-induced excitation (MIE) and (ii) extraneously induced excitation (EIE).
Following McCarthy et al. [48], MIE is defined as a self-excited bending instability
occuring above a certain critical flow velocity. Therefore, it includes what are com-
monly referred to as flutter instabilities. Conversely, EIE is defined as the interaction
between a structure and an external time-varying flow. According to McCarthy et al.
[48], EIE also includes VIV, although it should be noted that vortex shedding is a phe-
nomenon caused by the fluid-structure interaction itself and not properly an external
forcing.
Regardless of the particular kind that is considered, the common feature among
all aeroelastic instabilities is that the mutual and nonlinear interaction between the
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fluid and structural dynamics leads to a variety of nontrivial dynamical states, rang-
ing from stable to chaotic ones and including the emergence of self-sustained limit
cycle oscillations (LCOs) of regular and finite amplitude. From the EH perspective,
the latter clearly deserves the major attention and have been the subject of many
investigations devoted to their exploitation for energy extraction [1].
1.1.1 Aeroelastic flutter
Since this work concerns an energy extraction concept essentially based on flutter, we
review in more detail this particular aeroelastic instability. More precisely, several
kinds of flutter can be identified, depending on the number of active modes that are
involved in the motion and/or the flow features (e.g., separated or attached): stall
flutter is thus characteristic of 1-DoF systems where flow separation is occurring,
whereas for 2-DoFs systems and attached flow we have what is commonly referred
to as classical, or coupled-mode, flutter. Note, however, that this provides only an
approximate classification since the same problem may involve the overlapping of
such mechanisms, as for example in the postcritical stage of coupled-mode flutter
where flow separation typically occurs and is actually one of the main causes of the
resulting LCOs [3, 70].
Let us start by focusing on the framework of classical flutter where two modes,
i.e. bending and torsion, are considered. Fig. 1.1b sketches the typical airfoil model
as introduced by Dowell [24], where a streamlined body is allowed to translate in the
vertical direction and rotate around an elastic axis parallel to the spanwise direction.
The first DoF is denoted as plunge and mimicks the effect of bending on a generic
section of the wing in terms of the linear displacement h. The second DoF, typically
named as pitch, is related with torsion and is quantified by the rotation angle α.
In classical flutter theory, structural elasticity is included for both DoFs: for plunge
we have a linear spring with stiffness Kh, while for pitch we have a torsional spring
with stiffness Kα. The governing equations for such 2-DoFs system thus read [5]:
mḧ+ Sαα̈+Khh = −L, (1.1a)
Sαḧ+ Iα̈+Kαα = M, (1.1b)
where m is the mass of the airfoil, I its moment of inertia with respect to the elastic
axis, L is the lift force and M is the aerodynamic moment. Similarly to what is done
in vibration analysis, the uncoupled natural frequencies of the two modes can thus be
derived: for the plunge motion (or bending mode) we have ωh =
√
Kh/m, whereas
for the pitch (or torsion mode) we have ωα =
√
Kα/I.
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Standard treatment of flutter features assuming simple harmonic motion, so that





where h̄0, ᾱ0 and ω are in general complex numbers.
Focusing on the aerodynamic force L and moment M , deriving their expression
as a function of the wing motion (i.e. h and α) in the unsteady case with finite
displacements is generally what gives rise to the complexity of the problem. Early
attempts of predicting the onset of flutter relied on a linear approach, such as the
one by Theodorsen [84] providing an aerodynamic theory for oscillating airfoils at
small (i.e., infinitesimal) angles of attack. Exploiting Theodorsen’s theory, along with
using Eqs. (1.2) into Eqs. (1.1), leads to an eigenvalue problem by solving which an
expression for the critical velocity UF and frequency ωF can be obtained, at which the
instability gets triggered [5].
For U > UF, the interaction between the two modes is such that the energy trans-
fer occurs from the flow to the structure. Moreover, the plunge and pitch frequencies
are found to merge when approaching this critical condition. In this linear framework,
however, the oscillation is amplified exponentially in time, thus diverging. Although
they provide a crucial indication for avoiding the onset of the phenomenon, linear
theories are not capable of reproducing the so-called post-critical stage of the instabil-
ity, where oscillations become of finite amplitude and the interaction gets essentially
nonlinear [24]. Indeed, for capturing the limit-cycle oscillations typically observed in
experimental tests or numerical simulations, nonlinear approaches have to be consid-
ered.
Besides improving the physical understanding of flutter, the need of such approach
is related at least to two other motivations. On one hand, a more advanced design of
aircraft wings and control surfaces, where aeroelastic phenomena can be controlled and
somehow exploited, could improve the flight performance or structural aspects [37].
On the other hand, it is driven by exploring the possibility of capturing the energy of
fluid flows (as it will be done in this work). This could be used not only for EH and the
consequent supply of low-power sensors, but also for proposing new, unconventional
renewable energy generation systems [93].
Researchers have initially considered the effect of structural nonlinearities, rep-
resentative of loose linkages or other constructive aspects, by means of using cubic
or hysteretic constitutive laws in place of a linear Hooke constraint [42, 23]. Aerody-
namic nonlinearities were first tackled mainly by focusing on transonic flow conditions,
since linear expressions for forces and moments were found to be poorly accurate. In
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low-speed, subsonic regimes, however, nonlinearity is relevant in the presence of flow
separation. This is not only the case of 1-DoF stall flutter, but also for the postcritical
stage of coupled-mode flutter. It is therefore evident how, in the general case, several
types of flutter may actually co-exist.
More recently, several studies have investigated the postcritical stage of flutter by
means of experimental wind-tunnel measurements. Among the numerous contribu-
tions, Dimitriadis and Li [22] focused on stall flutter of a NACA 0012 airfoil section
characterizing the associated bifurcations, while Razak et al. [74] extended the analysis
to the pitch-and-plunge model. Other works focused on the same 2-DoFs arrangement
but considering flat plates with rectangular cross section instead of airfoils [3, 68, 70].
Overall, these studies report on the existence of LCOs of finite amplitude also for
classical flutter.
Numerical investigations were also carried out essentially focusing on the same
configurations. Early attempts were based on inviscid flow modeling and mostly in-
terested in nonlinear effects associated with transonic phenomena [42]. With advances
in the feasibility of full Navier-Stokes flow computations, the access to intrinsically vis-
cous phenomena, such as the formation of leading edge vortices (LEVs), became pos-
sible [71]. In this regard, reduced-order modeling attempts were also proposed, such
as vortex-lattice methods based on intermittent release of leading-edge vortices [72].
Nevertheless, one can note the relatively surprising lack of contributions on flutter
instabilities in low-Reynolds flow conditions. In fact, although being of scarce rele-
vance for more conventional aeronautics or civil engineering, this regime is actually
concerned by intriguing topics such as the design of biomimetic micro-aerial devices,
as well as that of small-scale EH devices [51, 54].
1.1.2 Flutter-based energy harvesting
Focusing on the framework of flow-induced EH, the significant number of review papers
that have been recently appeared in this context testifies the increasing relevance of
the topic [93, 92, 31, 1, 45, 48].
Among the various flutter-based EH systems, one can include those based on
flapping flags [83, 52, 80] as well as passively flapping airfoils [92, 93]. For the latter,
the motion of an essentially rigid, streamlined body is limited to a certain number of
degrees of freedom (DoFs), typically two: translation along the transverse direction
(plunge) and rotation around a spanwise axis (pitch).
Focusing on fully-passive systems (i.e., where the dynamics is entirely governed by
the fluid-structure interaction, without any prescribed kinematics), early research by
Peng and Zhu [65], conducted by two-dimensional numerical simulations, highlighted
the variety of possible flapping states and provided a first estimate of the resulting
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power and efficiency. These findings were confirmed and enriched by further compu-
tational studies in closely comparable conditions [97, 91] as well as rather different
systems, e.g. with different cross sectional shapes and/or operating at higher-Reynolds
regimes [94, 88, 72, 90].
Young et al. [94] introduced a configuration where the pitch and plunge motions
are constrained by a mechanical linkage along with pitch control in order to increase
the performance. Veilleux and Dumas [88] performed an optimization study for a
fully-passive device by two-dimensional CFD simulations, which became the basis for
the experimental prototype later presented by Boudreau et al. [12]. These studies
agree in reporting that the performance is improved for an adequate synchronization
between the two DoFs and in case of nonsinusoidal pitching motion. Wind-tunnel
investigations were reported by Pigolotti et al. [69, 68, 70] considering a flat plate
in a classical pitch-and-plunge arrangement and exploring systematically the effect of
several physical parameters on the flutter onset and the nonlinear oscillations in the
postcritical regime. A nearly identical system was considered in the work by Wang et
al. [90] where two-dimensional computations were performed in order to characterize
the dependence of limit-cycle oscillations with respect to the governing parameters,
initial conditions, spring nonlinearity and extraction (modelled by viscous damping).
Besides the development of the individual energy harvester and the consequent
understanding of the associated aeroelastic system, one can look at scaling the total
extracted power by assembling a network of multiple energy harvesters. Following this
perspective, however, a further degree of complexity arises since the behavior of each
device in the network will be coupled with those of others by means of nonlinear mutual
interactions, leading to substantial alterations of the resulting dynamics compared to
that investigated in the individual case.
Among the few contributions on multiple devices for EH application, Bryant et
al. [17] tested devices made by a rigid airfoil hinged on a cantilevered flexible beam and
arranged in in-line or staggered configuration, reporting performance improvements
for downstream devices by virtue of the beneficial effect of wake forcing. Moreover, it
was later proposed that such effect can be controlled by tuning the pitching stiffness of
downstream devices [38]. McCarthy et al. [47, 49] focused on the in-line arrangement
considering a different flutter-based system where a triangular leaf is joined to a
piezoelectric stalk by a revolute hinge. They reported increases in power of about
40% for the downstream device caused by the interaction with the horseshoe cone
vortex released by the upstream device. Finally, several studies focused on multiple
filaments (in 2-D) or flexible plates (in 3-D) placed in the side-by-side configuration,
showing that oscillations can increase with respect to the single case if the distance
between the flapping objects was within an intermediate range [95, 26, 35].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic representation of WSN, reproduced from Ref. [73].
(b) Examples of WSN applications in the IoT framework, reproduced from Ref. [21].
1.1.3 Application to wireless sensor networks
Among the numerous progresses of electronics in the last decades, one is the devel-
opment of low-power (or ultra-low-power) devices. Combined with the success of
communication technologies, the key concept of wireless sensor network (WSN) has
emerged and gained rapidly the attention of many researchers and investors [73].
Fig. 1.2a illustrates schematically how WSNs typically work: a multitude —even
hundreds or thousands— of sensor nodes are deployed in a certain region, being able
to communicate between them and send the acquired data to one, or few, sink nodes
which collect the information and act as a global sender/receiver to/from a remote
server.
The potential applications of WSNs range from environmental to military ones and
from healthcare to smart industry. Examples include ecological monitoring, hazard
detection (e.g., fire, flood, hurricane, earthquake), precision agriculture and search-
and-rescue activity [2].
WSNs may be placed in remote locations with difficult or dangerous access, thus
posing significant issues regarding their power supply. In fact, the use of replaceable
batteries is often not feasible, and the need of autonomous powering turns out to be
crucial. This requirement can be satisfied by equipping the nodes with an embedded
energy harvesting system that is capable of converting energy from ambient sources.
Typically, the EH system shall be capable of providing a relatively small electrical
power, typically O(mW) or even below.
Among the available sources for EH, one can include vibrational, electromagnetic,
solar and thermal [30]. The present work concerns, in particular, with harvesting
from fluid flows, such as wind or water currents, exploiting fluid-structure interaction
mechanisms.
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WSNs can also be classified depending on the environment in which they are
intended to operate (e.g., terrestrial, underground, underwater), posing specific fea-
tures and constraints. However, some general requirements can be outlined. For
the single nodes, it is typically required to have a low production cost and a small
size. For the overall network, the following criteria can be listed: fault tolerance,
self-reconfigurability, cooperativity between nodes [73].
Additionally, the outlined framework can be generalized within the new technolog-
ical paradigm that has been defined as the Internet of Things (IoT), where physical
devices are able to measure, communicate and operate in a radically innovative way,
opening to countless applications as sketched in Fig. 1.2b [28]. Such a groundbreak-
ing evolution has become possible, on one hand, in light of the advances achieved in
low-power/low-cost electronics. On the other hand, the rapid growth of data-driven
modeling techniques has highlighted the potential of exploiting large amounts of infor-
mation collected by a widespread distribution of sensors. According to the European
Commission, the number of IoT connections within the EU is estimated to increase
from approximately 1.8 million in 2013 to almost 6 billion in 2020, leading to the EU
IoT market being higher than one trillion euros by 2020 and consistently the global
energy harvesting market, valued at EUR 1.2 billion in 2014, has been anticipated to
reach EUR 2.63 billion by 2020 [21].
1.2 Subject of the present work
This work concerns a particular flutter-based energy harvesting system (which will be
described in more detail in Chapter 2) featuring elastically-bounded plates interacting
with laminar flow, originally proposed by Boragno et al. [11]. The system is charac-
terized by a fluttering instability giving rise to finite-amplitude limit cycle oscillations
(LCOs) and flapping motions, from which energy extraction can be performed, e.g.,
by means of electromagnetic coupling. In this work, in particular, we will mainly
focus on deepening the comprehension of its purely aeroelastic behavior.
At a first glance, this physical system resembles the pitch-and-plunge model that
we have reviewed in the preceding section. Indeed, the occurring aeroelastic instabil-
ity could be associated with coupled-mode flutter. However, remarkable differences
exist with respect to classical flutter, the main one being the absence of any torsional
restraint on the rotation, i.e. Kα = 0. Consequently, despite the substantial similari-
ties this yields distinctive features such as, e.g., in the critical condition for the onset
of self-sustained flapping (as it will be discussed in Chapter 4). On the other hand,
this case represents a singular limit for which classical flutter theory does not apply
in a straightforward manner.
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Related to this topic, Boragno et al. [11] were the first introducing the concept
and presenting a first configuration of experimental devices. They provided wind-
tunnel measurements highlighting a variety of different flapping states that elastically-
bounded wings could experience (e.g., stable, periodic or chaotic), depending on the
combination of anchor point and center of mass positions. Moreover, they also pro-
posed a first comparison with numerical simulations and a preliminary indication of
the potential energy extraction.
Following this study, Orchini et al. [64] addressed the identification of the critical
threshold for sustained flapping in the framework of a two-dimensional model. To
this aim, they resorted to a linear stability analysis exploiting Theodorsen’s theory,
i.e. considering inviscid flow and small perturbations. The prediction by the theory
was then corroborated by two-dimensional numerical simulations featuring overlap-
ping grids for handling with the moving wing. Several features of the system were
highlighted exploring the variety of flapping states while varying the main governing
parameters (i.e., mass density ratio, spring elastic constant, pivot point position), in-
cluding the existence of another flapping instability in the limit case of infinite spring
stiffness.
Despite these previous studies, several points remain largely unexplored which
are of key interest, both for the optimal design of EH devices and improving our
comprehension of this aeroelastic system.
The first open issue is the identification of the flapping threshold in a framework
closer to the real situation. In fact, the analysis by Orchini et al. [64] holds for the
two-dimensional case and very high Reynolds numbers. However, we actually deal
with three-dimensional and finite-Reynolds-number flows. The question that arises is
whether it is possible to derive a different prediction of the flapping onset, which has
to be more reliable in this latter framework.
For the purpose of energy extraction, we are mostly interested in the postcritical
regime characterized by regular LCOs, for which we have an easier design of the
conversion apparatus and a more constant harvested power. In this regime, the goal
is thus to maximize both the amplitude and frequency of the oscillation, and in turns
the mechanical power harvested by the flapping plate. The knowledge on this aspect,
however, is rather limited and mainly based on experimental evidence. The second
issue thus regards how we can understand the essential role of the various governing
parameters (e.g., geometry and mass distribution) on the flapping dynamics, therefore
obtaining useful indications for optimizing the device.
Finally, for the sake of scaling the harvested power we can think of considering not
just one but many devices, i.e. considering the potential of EH networks (or arrays)
of elastically-bounded flapping plates. A new degree of complexity will be introduced
in the problem: on top of the fluid-structure interaction experienced by the single
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device, new nonlinear and mutual interactions between the different flapping objects
will exist, causing a substantial alteration of the behavior observed in the single case.
To tackle the problem in an effective way, our study will be characterized by a
twofold approach: on one hand, seeking to capture the essential physics, we will con-
sider a simplified and idealized model (which will form the basis both for theoretical
developments and numerical simulations); on the other, we will also consider sev-
eral configurations of the real energy harvester (that will be experimentally tested
by means of wind-tunnel measurements, and later compared with a reduced-order
mathematical model).
1.2.1 Research objectives
Having discussed the points deserving our main interest, the objectives of the present
work can be summarized as:
1. Identify the critical condition for self-sustained flapping motions of elastically-
bounded plates in a general and representative framework.
2. Characterize the postcritical behavior of (single) flapping plates, focusing on
how to maximize the EH potential of regular limit-cycle-oscillation regimes.
3. Investigate the possibility of combining multiple devices in array configurations,
assessing the convenience for EH application.
1.2.2 Thesis’ outline
Following this introduction, the rest of the work is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives first an overview of the experimental energy harvester based on
elastically-bounded plates, and then introduces our idealized model, along with defin-
ing the characteristic parameters governing the system.
Chapter 3 describes the different methodologies that were used in this research:
(i) fully-resolved Navier-Stokes direct numerical simulations; (ii) wind tunnel experi-
mental analysis; (iii) quasi-steady phenomenological modeling.
Chapter 4 addresses Objective 1 by proposing a predictive theory for the criti-
cal condition for self-sustained flapping, that is corroborated by both numerical and
experimental results.
Chapter 5 investigates the postcritical regimes where regular limit-cycle oscilla-
tions occur (Objective 2), focusing on how to essentially reproduce the same dynamics
observed in the experiments, along with presenting the description by means of the
quasi-steady phenomenological model.
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Chapter 6 explores the dynamical behavior and EH potential of arrays of multiple
devices for several basic arrangements, addressing Objective 3. A parametric study
is conducted by means of numerical simulations and the appearance of a constructive
interference mechanism is confirmed by wind-tunnel experiments in a complementary
way.






Having outlined the general framework of the present work, this chapter presents in
more detail the subject that will be investigated. First, we supply a description of the
experimental device for aeroelastic energy harvesting. Then, we present the mathe-
matical model that is able to capture the essential dynamics of interest, discussing
the related assumptions and introducing the main parameters governing the problem.
2.1 Experimental device
As already mentioned in Sec. 1.2, the aeroelastic system under consideration is repre-
sented by a rigid plate that is elastically anchored to a fixed frame, e.g. using linear
springs or elastomeric elements, and invested by a laminar fluid flow. The plate is
characterized by its geometrical parameters (i.e. chord c, thickness δ and span s) and
massm, and can be considered to be essentially rigid. The elasticity of the structure is
concentrated in the anchoring elements and can be generally quantified by an overall
stiffness K. This structure is invested by an incompressible laminar flow, which is
characterized by the freestream velocity U and by the fluid properties, i.e. density ρf
and kinematic viscosity ν.
Fig. 2.1a gives a schematical side view of the system, introducing the two main
degrees of freedom, i.e. the transverse (or plunge) displacement y and the pitching
angle θ. Based on this concept, experimental devices of centimetric size have been
realized, such as the one shown in Fig. 2.2. In this case, the wing is made by a
polyvinyl acetate foil, glued to a polymeric 3D-printed tube, and it is free to rotate
around a brass rod (i.e. the pivot axis). This latter is fixed at its ends to a pair of


















Figure 2.1: Schematisation of the system: (a) the elastically bounded wing (E
denotes the pivot point, θ the pitching angle, TE the trailing edge; L is the initial
elastomer length and Ai are the elastomer anchorage points) with coils (moving
with the pivot point E) and fixed magnets placed with alternated polarity, invested
by a uniform fluid flow of unperturbed velocity U ; (b) electrical circuit for energy
extraction: Vemf is the electromotive force generated by Faraday effect, LC and RC







Figure 2.2: Experimental prototype based on the elastically-bounded wing con-
cept and equipped for EC extraction. Photograph from wind tunnel experiments,
while the wing is undergoing the flapping motion when invested by incoming uni-
form flow.












































Figure 2.3: Flapping kinematics associated with the experimental prototype for
unperturbed wind velocity U = 4m/s and applied load resistance RL = 1kΩ: (a)
pivot point (solid line) and trailing edge (dashed line) trajectories, from a lateral
view; (b) pivot point vertical oscillation versus the pitching angle; (c) time histories
of pitch (dotted) and plunge (solid) degrees of motion. Lengths and time are
normalized with the wing chord and flapping period, respectively.
3D-printed supports (hosting the coils needed for energy conversion) and is connected
to four elastomeric elements made of polyisoprene and arranged parallel to the wind
direction.
In the presence of incoming flow and if the parameters (i.e.: geometry, mass, elastic
constant, wind velocity) are within a proper range, an aeroelastic instability occurs,
leading to self-sustained limit cycle oscillations (LCOs), as reported in Fig. 2.3 for a
representative situation. The wing performs a regular flapping motion, with the pivot
point (i.e. the trace of the pivot axis in a lateral view) undergoing a substantially
vertical trajectory, along with periodic stretching and relaxing of the elastomers. Note
that, although in the presented layout all the motion degrees of freedom are allowed
in principle, the resulting displacement of the pivot point in the streamwise direction
is almost negligible, as for rolling and yawing rotations. Indeed, this configuration is
designed to obtain, within a specified wind velocity range, a regular flapping regime
among the possible ones (which may also include, e.g., chaotic states) [11].
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In this configuration, the wing has the following geometry: chord c = 35mm, span
s = 85mm and thickness δ = 100µm. The mass of the wing (foil + rod) is mw ≈ 1.0g,
while the total mass of the system (wing, axis, supports and elastomers) is m ≈ 5.0g.
The measures of the supporting frame are 10cm× 12cm× 17cm. The four elastomers
have circular cross-section with diameter D0 = 1.2mm and length l0 = 50.3mm, at
rest; they are pre-stretched so that the initial length is L = 73mm. The pivot axis is
set at 0.1c from the leading edge. For this kind of material, the elastic force magnitude
for each elastomer can be modelled as [75]
|Fel| = GA0(L/l0 − (l0/L)2), (2.1)
where G = 0.534MPa is the material shear modulus and A0 = πD20/4. The natural
frequency of the system (associated with the vertical motion) can be measured from
the free oscillation after perturbing the wing in still fluid, yielding f (y)n = 12.8Hz.
From the resulting LCO, energy conversion can be realized by means of electro-
magnetic coupling (EC) between a pair of coils placed at the two ends of the pivot axis
and two bars of magnets with alternated polarity, as shown in Fig. 2.1a and Fig 2.2.
The physical principle underneath this strategy is the electromagnetic induction de-
scribed by the Faraday-Neumann-Lenz law: because of the relative motion between
the coils (moving with wing) and the magnets (which are fixed), the magnetic flux
enclosed by each coil varies in time and therefore an electromotive force is generated.
The coils are connected in series to an external circuit, such as the one sketched in
Fig. 2.1b, where a variable resistive load RL can be inserted. The mean dissipated
power over the applied resistance is then evaluated as Pout = V 2rms/RL, where Vrms is
the root mean square of the measured voltage.
Fig. 2.4a presents the obtained power for different values of the flow velocity,
ranging from 2 to 4 m/s. At U = 2.5m/s the maximum power (reached for RL = 10kΩ)
is nearly 1mW, representing an already interesting amount for supplying low-power
sensors. The power level then increases with the flow velocity while the value of the
optimal load decreases. The maximum Pout varies monotonically as shown in Fig. 2.4b,
reaching the highest amount of 14mW at U = 4m/s.
To quantify the performance of the device, a comparison can be made with other
aeroelastic energy harvesters recently proposed in literature [16, 13, 46, 39, 81, 96].
Fig. 2.5 collects these data in terms of the ratio between the output power and the
swept area, as a function of the wind speed [48, 1]: for our device, at U = 4m/s, we
have Pout/Aswept ≈ 0.27mW/cm2. If we consider instead the power per planform area,
we obtain Pout/Awing ≈ 0.47mW/cm2. Looking at these results, our system collocates
in an interesting position with an efficiency close to that of microturbines [13]. Besides,
we confirm the competitivity of flutter-EC-based harvesters [48].











































Figure 2.4: (a) Mean output power measurements for the experimental prototype
as a function of the external electrical load, for different flow velocities (values in
legend are given in [m/s]); (b) maximum output power obtained by the experimental
prototype as a function of the flow velocity (taken at the corresponding optimal
resistive load).







































Figure 2.5: Performance comparison between our prototype (filled black circle)
and other energy harvesters proposed in literature [16, 13, 46, 39, 81, 96] in terms of
output power per swept area versus the wind velocity. Curves of constant efficiency
are based upon Eq. (5.6), with the Betz limit corresponding to the theoretical limit
nearly 59.3%.
In light of these findings, the aeroelastic system under consideration appears to
be promising for EH applications. Overall, the aim is to develop competitive EH
devices of centimetric size to extract O(mW) electrical power by exploiting low wind
conditions (i.e. U < 5 m/s), in order to supply low-power microprocessors such as
those employed in wireless sensor networks.
Among its features, we highlight that the system is completely passive, without
any control mechanisms acting on the wing motion, as it is for active or semi-passive
EH systems [93]. Furthermore, the constructive layout is rather simple, with a poten-
tial benefit from the cost viewpoint. However, the resulting dynamics is completely
governed by the occurring fluid-structure interaction, so that the physical understand-
ing of the latter turns out to be crucial for the design of the energy harvester.
To give an overall description of the possible flapping states, Fig. 2.6 shows the
resulting motions for a centimetric-size device while varying both the incoming flow
velocity and the elastomer equivalent stiffness Keff(y) (this quantity will be properly
introduced in Sec. 4.1.1). Here, the elastomers are placed orthogonal to the wind:
although this arrangement is not the most suitable when employing an electromagnetic
coupling, a rich variety of flapping regimes is revealed. Looking at the reported
trajectories, several observations can be made:
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1. The aeroelastic instability occurs only if the flow velocity is above a critical
value, that we will denote as Ucr, otherwise the wing tends to align with the
flow reaching a stable and essentially steady state. This onset condition appears
to depend on the value of the elastic constant: as an example, at 2.9m/s, for
Keff(y) ≤ 1.05N/m flutter is triggered, while for larger values we are still below
the critical threshold.
2. If one increases the flow velocity beyond Ucr, for all the reported cases the wing
enters a regular flapping regime characterised by limit cycle oscillations. The
trailing edge trajectory rapidly changes its shape and the amplitude increases
with U up to a value which is comparable to the chord size. We highlight how
the flow velocity corresponding to this maximum in amplitude varies with Keff(y).
On the other hand, it can also be noted how the flapping amplitude does not
vary significantly with Keff(y).
3. Up to a certain wind velocity, the amplitude of the pivot point trajectory (al-
though not so visible in the figure) is larger than the one of the trailing edge,
while for U > 3.5 ÷ 4.2 m/s (depending on the stiffness value) the situation
gets opposite. It can be shown that this transitional behaviour corresponds to
a significant variation of the phase between the pitch and the plunge motions.
Moreover, when the pivot point displacement is maximised, a relative maximum
is typically found also for the flapping frequency: even if this aspect is still under
investigation, this condition appears as the most efficient for energy harvesting.
4. When increasing further U , the motion regime may vary significantly. At the
highest velocities that could be tested (U = 8m/s), two particular behaviours are
observed: for the smallest stiffness the system goes back to a stable condition,
while for larger values the motion becomes chaotic.
From the EH perspective, both amplitude and frequency of the oscillation must
be maximized. Currently, there is a lack of simple analytical models able to predict
accurately the nonlinear dynamics of this kind of aeroelastic systems, especially for
fully-passive ones and for flapping regimes of interest for EH, characterized by finite-
size displacements and large flow separation [3, 70]. Furthermore, the correlations
between the numerous governing parameters are not trivial, e.g.: adding mass on
the pivot axis increases the amplitude but, at the same time, decreases the flapping
frequency, while increasing the elastic stiffness to gain a higher frequency also increases
the onset of flapping, i.e. Ucr.
Along with the experimental testing here described, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation represents a complementary research tool to tackle the problem and
increase our understanding. The first step of any computational strategy is the choice




















Figure 2.7: Sketch of the aeroelastic model considered in the present work.
of a representative mathematical model, i.e. the set of governing equations along the
initial and boundary conditions (which are later discretized and solved numerically).
In the following section, we introduce the model that will be used for describing our
aeroelastic system.
2.2 Aeroelastic model
In this section, we present the mathematical model that will be used in the rest of the
work. It will provide the basis for numerical simulations (see Sec. 3.1), as well as rep-
resent the framework for elaborating theoretical predictions (see Sec. 4.1). The idea is
to consider the simplest model that is capable of capturing the essential physical phe-
nomena that are observed experimentally and that we are mostly concerned with (i.e.,
onset of the fluttering instability, postcritical LCOs and interaction between multiple
flapping plates). Following this line of reasoning, the analysis gets simplified both
from the theoretical and numerical standpoint, enabling to disregard the constructive
details of the experimental device and, at the same time, providing results of wider
validity.
A graphical representation of the model is given by Fig. 2.7. We consider a three-
dimensional, rectangular plate whose geometry is characterized by chord c, span s
and thickness δ. At first, let us consider the case where the plate is characterized by
homogeneous density ρs. The mass of such homogeneous plate is m = ρs c s δ, with
the center of gravity G coinciding with the geometrical center. The plate is assumed
to be perfectly rigid, this assumption being motivated by the experiments where the
observed deformation is negligible.
The wing is let to move, although it is anchored to the fixed frame by means of
two elastic elements. In our case, these are chosen to be linear, massless springs. For
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each spring, one end is connected to the plate at the pivot point (PP) and the other
one is retained fixed at the anchor point (AP). The elastic force can thus be written
following Hooke’s law:
Fel = −k(rPP − rAP ), (2.2)
where k is the spring stiffness, while rPP and rAP are position vectors for the pivot
point and the anchor point, respectively.
We then consider the presence of an incompressible uniform flow with freestream
velocity U investing the body. The physical properties of the fluid are the dynamic
viscosity µ and the density ρf .
Next assumption concerns gravitational effects. Although in the experimental evi-
dence this component appears not to be negligible (e.g. causing asymmetrical flapping
trajectories), we argue that generally it is not a crucial ingredient for describing the
essence of the flapping dynamics. Hence, we choose to suppress the presence of grav-
ity, i.e. g ≡ 0, in order to decrease the number of independent parameters and to
isolate the aeroelastic interaction. However, one could expect that the importance of
gravity effects is proportional to the Froude number, defined as Fr = gL/U2 (where
g is gravity acceleration and L a reference length), so that this decreases for higher
wind speeds.
Focusing on the purely aeroelastic behaviour, in the present work we do not con-
sider any model of energy extraction. However, predictions on the potential EH per-
formance can be made also in this framework on the basis of the resulting motion and
aerodynamic force and moment (see e.g. Ch. 5; indeed, this choice can be intended
as equivalent to the open-circuit condition for the real device).
Inspired once again by the dynamics observed for real devices, the plate motion is
allowed only with respect to three degrees of freedom (DOFs), i.e.: (i) translation in
the streamwise direction (surge), (ii) translation in the transverse direction (plunge),
(iii) rotation around the spanwise axis (pitch). Under these assumptions, the rigid
body equations governing the motion of the wing center of mass G (whose position is
denoted by rG) and the rotation angle θ read:
m r̈G = F
aero + 2 Fel, (2.3)
IG θ̈ = M
aero + 2M el, (2.4)
where m is the mass, IG is the moment of inertia with respect to G along the spanwise
direction x, Faero is the aerodynamic force, Fel is the elastic force exerted by each
spring (given by Eq. (2.2)), Maero is the aerodynamic moment and M el = (rPP −
rG)× Fel is the elastic one.
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The aerodynamic force and moment can be obtained by integrating over the plate








r× (τ · n− pn) dS, (2.6)
where τ and p are the viscous stress tensor and pressure, n is the outward normal
unit vector and r is the distance between the generic point of the surface and G.
In order to compute the aerodynamic forces, we will employ a fully-resolving ap-
proach, i.e. the fluid flow is modelled by the Navier-Stokes equations that we can





+ u · ∇u
)
= −∇p+ µ∇2u, (2.7)
∇ · u = 0, (2.8)
where u = u(x, t) denotes the fluid velocity and p = p(x, t) is the pressure, at a
certain location in space x ∈ Ωf (being Ωf the considered fluid domain) and instant t.
Our aeroelastic model is hence composed by combining Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.7) and
(2.8). Details on how this set of coupled differential equations is solved numerically
will be given in Sec. 3.1. Before proceeding further, however, let us take advantage
of a nondimensionalization procedure in order to decrease the number of independent
parameters and, consequently, derive the essential quantities that control this kind of
FSI problem.
2.2.1 Nondimensional governing parameters
Recollecting the dimensional, independent quantities previously introduced (in the
simplest situation), we have Nq = 8 parameters: c, s, δ, ρs, k, U , µ and ρf .
Let us therefore proceed by transposing our problem into nondimensional form.
Considering its purely mechanical nature, the problem involves Np = 3 physical di-
mensions, i.e. length L, mass M and time T . This number also corresponds to the
number of scaling quantities that are needed for nondimensionalization. In our case,
we choose to employ the unperturbed flow velocity U , the plate chord c and the fluid
density ρf . With this choice, we can construct the following reference values for length,
mass and time: L = c, M = ρfc3, T = c/U .
We start by nondimensionalizing the spatial and temporal coordinates. Note that
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in the rest of the work we will always refer implicitly to these nondimensional quan-
tities:
(x, y, z) 7→ (x/c, y/c, z/c), (2.9)
t 7→ t/(c/U). (2.10)
Next, it follows that the independent parameters in nondimensional form are Nq−
Np = 5. Here, we choose: s/c, δ/c, ρs/ρf , k/(ρfU2c) and ρfUc/µ. However, a further
reduction can be obtained by considering the product between the cross-sectional
aspect ratio δ/c and the density ratio ρs/ρf instead of the two quantities separately
(this new parameter can be seen as a nondimensional surface density of the wing).




















Let us briefly comment on each of the introduced quantities. The first one, A,
is the planform aspect ratio and it is purely geometrical. Then, Eq. (2.11b) defines
the surface density parameter, ρw. Note that both A and ρw are related with the
structure only, and not with the fluid. By multiplying these two quantities, one finds
the nondimensional mass of the wing:
m∗ = ρwA. (2.12)
Next, we have the nondimensional stiffness K, as defined in Eq. (2.11c) (where the
factor 2 is used to account for both springs). This parameter is the one conceptually
associated with the fluid-structure interaction, since it depends both on the structural
and flow parameters. In fact, this quantity can also be associated with the reduced
velocity typically introduced in aeroelasticity. If we use the classical definition for the
latter, i.e. UR = U/(fnc), it follows that UR ∼
√
m∗/K [6]. Last, the chord-based
Reynolds number Re represents a measure of the ratio between inertial and viscous




In this work, several research methodologies will be combined in a complementary way.
Their description is the subject of the present Chapter. First, the numerical approach
is introduced in Sec. 3.1. Then, the experimental one is presented in Sec. 3.2. Finally,
a reduced-order mathematical model is described in Sec. 3.3.
3.1 Numerical simulations
Let us begin by introducing the computational tool, by means of which the dynamics
associated to the aeroelastic model of Sec. 2.2 will be extensively investigated. To this
aim, an immersed boundary method (IBM) is used to perform fully-resolved numerical
simulations of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the presence of multiple
moving bodies. We limit ourselves to a rather introductory discussion; for an extensive
description of the IB method, see the papers by Iaccarino and Verzicco [36], Mittal
and Iaccarino [53], and Peskin [67].
In this class of numerical methods, originally proposed by Peskin [66], the grid on
which the fluid flow equations are solved does not conform to the geometry of the solid
bodies, unlike what happens in more conventional body-fitted approaches where the
no-slip boundary condition is directly imposed. Instead, here the latter is accounted
for by introducing an additional forcing in the momentum equations, modeled as a
singular source term distribution. Hence, we have an Eulerian grid for the fluid and a
Lagrangian one for the immersed structure. Typically, the Eulerian grid is fixed and
can often be a simple Cartesian grid, while the Lagrangian one can move and be of
various kind, e.g.: one-dimensional series of points, such as those used for modeling
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flexible filaments [79, 26, 76], or two-dimensional surfaces discretized with triangular
elements, as done for finite-size spherical particles [86, 14, 82] or flapping flags [33,
43] (the latter is also the case of the present work).
Since the two grids do not coincide, the transfer between the Eulerian and La-
grangian frameworks is typically handled by using a regularized Dirac delta function
and performing two characteristic operations: the interpolation of Eulerian quantities
at the (time-varying) Lagrangian positions and the spreading of Lagrangian quantities
at the surrounding Eulerian points [67].
While sharing the same basic concept, several types of IB methods have been
proposed which differ on the basis of how the boundary conditions on the immersed
surface are imposed. Following Mittal and Iaccarino [53], an overall distinction can
be made between continuous and discrete forcing approaches. In the former, that is
the approach originally used by Peskin [66], the forcing is included into the governing
equations before discretization. Conversely, it is added to the discretized equations
in the case of discrete forcing approaches. These can further be divided into indirect-
and direct-forcing methods: since in this work we employ a direct-forcing method [85],
let us focus on this particular class, whose first example was proposed by Fadlun et al.
[25] for three-dimensional complex geometries with subgrid-scale turbulence modeling.
The idea behind direct-forcing IB methods is that the desired value of the velocity is
directly imposed on the boundary without any dynamical process (i.e., unlike what
is done in continuous-forcing methods) [25]. The resulting advantage is a less re-
strictive condition on the simulation time step, although numerical oscillations can be
observed in case of moving and/or deformable bodies. In order to improve this aspect,
an alternative version of this method was proposed by Uhlmann [86] in the frame-
work of particle-laden flow applications, through which a smooth transfer between
the Eulerian and Lagrangian quantities forces is obtained. Consequently, Vanella and
Balaras [87] generalized the approach of Uhlmann and introduced a different recon-
struction method based on a moving-least-squares (MLS) interpolation, resulting in
a more versatile approach, since the forcing computation is decoupled by the local
discretization, that can be used in a wider variety of situations (e.g., either structured
or unstructured grids).
We will employ, in particular, the direct-forcing approach recently proposed by
de Tullio and Pascazio [85], which is based on a the same concept of Vanella and
Balaras [87]. This method has been used for simulating flows with particles and bub-
bles by Spandan et al. [82]. An overview of this approach along with its specialization
to the present problem is given in the rest of the Section. For further information,
the reader is referred to Refs. [85, 82].





Figure 3.1: Sketch of the fluid domain used in the numerical simulations, showing
the flat plate in its initial position.
3.1.1 Numerical method
The fluid flow obeys to the incompressible Navier-Stokes Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) that we
can rewrite in nondimensional form as:
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u + f , (3.1)
∇ · u = 0, (3.2)
where u = u(x, t) denotes the fluid velocity, p = p(x, t) the pressure and f = f(x, t) the
volumetric forcing. We consider a three-dimensional domain made by a rectangular
box of size Lx×Ly×Lz (Fig. 3.1), choosing the following set of boundary conditions:
the fluid velocity is uniform at the inlet, convective boundary conditions are used at
the outlet [27], the top and bottom faces are treated as slip (i.e., non-penetrating)
walls, while periodicity is assumed at side faces.
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are solved numerically on a Cartesian grid, with the forcing
term f mimicking the presence of solid bodies. Centered finite differencing is adopted
for space discretization using a staggered grid, the overall scheme yielding second-order
accuracy. The main iteration loop can be summarized as follows:
• The nonlinear terms are updated explicitly using a second-order Adams-Bashfort
scheme.
• The diffusive terms are discretized implicitly with a Crank-Nicolson scheme and
an intermediate, nonsolenoidal velocity field is computed by means of an approx-
imate factorization technique for solving the resulting algebraic system [89].
• The correction by the IB forcing is added to the velocity.
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• The Poisson equation for enforcing mass conservation is solved and the divergence-
free velocity is obtained, together with the pressure field.
Concerning the IB treatment, a direct-forcing approach is used, based on a moving-
least-squares (MLS) interpolation to reconstruct the solution nearby the immersed
surface [87]. The plate is discretized to a planar surface mesh with Nt triangular
elements, their centroids being the Lagrangian markers at which the forcing will be
computed by imposing the no-slip condition. For each Lagrangian marker, we consider
a support domain enclosing Ne = 27 adjacent Eulerian nodes which are used for the
interpolation and spreading operations. Compared with classical IB methods, the
adoption of the described method allows to use a larger simulation timestep and to
obtain smoother flow solutions and hence aerodynamic forces (for a more complete
description, the reader is referred to Ref. [85]).
The numerical procedure has been tested for our physical problem by means of a
convergence analysis with respect to the spatial and temporal resolution. Results of
this latter and discussion on the choice of grid parameters are collected in Sec. 3.1.2.
As a baseline indication, the used domain box ranges from (−5,−5,−5) to (5, 5, 10)
and is discretized using a minimum grid spacing h = 0.02, with the triangulated
meshes discretizing the solid plates having comparable resolution.
3.1.2 Validation
The numerical method used in the present study has been extensively validated for
several FSI problems involving both rigid and deformable bodies [85, 82]. For the
current investigation, however, we assess the dependency of numerical results on the
spatial and temporal resolution. To this end, the chord-based Reynolds number is
set to Re = 1000, i.e. the highest value tested in the whole study, and the following
baseline values for the other control parameters are chosen: A = 2, ρw = 2 and
K = 3. This configuration corresponds to a regular flapping state. A finite initial
perturbation on the angular velocity is given in order to shorten the transient, although
the achievement of the same steady limit-cycle was verified in case of unperturbed
initial condition.
The wing is initially placed with its geometrical center at the origin (0, 0, 0). The
domain bounds are set at ±5 both in the x and y direction, and at −5 and 10 in the z
direction. A Cartesian grid is used, with uniform resolution in the spanwise direction
and stretched in the other two directions. However, the grid spacing h is made locally
uniform in a region close to the wing, i.e. for −1 < z < 2 and −1 < y < 1. In order
to quantify convergence with respect to the spatial resolution, eleven different grids
were considered, characterized as shown in Table 3.1. While the same topology is
retained, the grids differ by an overall refinement factor. The wing is assumed to have
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Table 3.1: Grid settings used for convergence study. Nx, Ny and Nz denote the
number of nodes in the x, y and z direction, while H and h indicate the maximum
and minimum grid spacing, respectively.
Grid Nx Ny Nz H h
A 251 84 127 0.4 0.04
B 271 97 147 0.35 0.035
C 334 113 170 0.3 0.03
D 401 136 205 0.25 0.025
E 501 170 257 0.2 0.02
F 541 189 286 0.18 0.018
G 601 213 322 0.16 0.016
H 641 235 353 0.146 0.0146
I 751 258 388 0.133 0.0133
J 865 298 448 0.115 0.015
K 1001 344 516 0.1 0.01
zero thickness and is thus discretized into a surface mesh made of triangular elements
whose characteristic length is proportionally adjusted to be essentially equal to the
minimum Eulerian spacing h.
The approximate solution can be expressed as a function of grid spacing as follows:
f(h) ≈ f∗ + Chp (3.3)
where h is the grid spacing, f∗ is the exact solution (i.e., the solution that one would
have for h→ 0), C is a constant and p is the (actual) order of convergence. Instead of
fitting the obtained data using this expression, we find more convenient to introduce





since by combining Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), the following relation can be found:
ε(h) = C(hp − hpmin), (3.5)
where only C and p appear. The fitting is therefore applied to this latter expression,
from which we later extrapolate the exact value f∗.
Grid convergence is assessed by considering the amplitude of the transverse oscil-
lation of the pivot point Amp(yPP ). Each case is computed up to measure at least
5 cycles of steady LCO. Fig. 3.2a shows the corresponding mean values along with





























Figure 3.2: Grid refinement analysis: (a) amplitude of the pivot point transverse
oscillation and (b) corresponding relative error with respect to the solution from
the finest grid K (see Table 3.1), as a function of spatial resolution. Blue circles
correspond to cases with nonuniform grid spacing (listed in Table 3.1), from which
the fitting curve indicated by the blue dashed line is derived, while red squares refer
to ones with uniform grid spacing.
the minimum and maximum ones. From the plot one can notice that the convergence
trend has a change at about h = 0.02, the actual order improving while increasing the
resolution. By applying Eq. (3.5), the curve depicted in Fig. 3.2a is found, where the
coefficients appearing in the expression are C ≈ −40.7 and p ≈ 1.44, yielding the ex-
trapolated value of the exact solution f∗ ≈ 0.56. In the plot we also report data from
two cases employing uniform grids with constant spacing h = {0.02, 0.04}, showing
that the discrepancy with equivalent stretched grids (with same h) looks contained
and decreases while increasing the resolution. Moreover, we can also refer directly to
the relative error with respect to the finest grid considered, as defined by Eq. (3.4).
This quantity is shown in Fig. 3.2b where we can notice overall second-order accu-
racy for finer grids and first-order accuracy for coarser ones, in agreement with what
reported by previous studies [85].
In the parametric studies presented in the following, two different grid settings
are used. For the single elastically-bounded flapping plate (studied in Sec. 4.2 and
Sec 5.1), we use grids E and A, depending on the value of Re. When investigating the
dynamics of multiple devices, the chosen settings are grid E for the in-line arrangement
(Sec. 6.1). For the staggered (Sec. 6.2) and side-by-side (Sec. 6.3) configurations, we
use instead a uniform grid with h = 0.04. The latter choice is motivated by the fact
that a wider region of the domain has to be refined in this case. One can note that the
oscillation gets underestimated when using coarser grids, thus the numerical result is
generally conservative from the EH viewpoint. A similar trend can be found for the
pitching amplitude, while the flapping frequency shows a convergence that is far more
rapid with variations less than 2% within the considered range of spatial resolution.















Figure 3.3: Amplitude of the PP transverse oscillation, as a function of the
numerical timestep, for the case of nonuniform grid E.
Fixing the choice of the grid, we are able to investigate the dependence of the
solution with respect to the simulation timestep. Fig. 3.3 shows the convergence
when decreasing the timestep, with an estimated error of about 3% with respect to
the extrapolated value for vanishing ∆t. Last, the sensitivity to the size of the chosen
domain was checked, with negligible differences observed in the resulting flapping
motion when doubling the size of the bounding box in all directions.
We conclude by providing a comparison of our results with those obtained with an
essentially alternative approach, i.e. using a body-conforming mesh. The computation
is performed using the open source library OpenFOAM [63], which is based on the finite
volume method and offers dynamic mesh features, such as the overset treatment that
is employed in our benchmark. For this test, we set the case so that the spatial
and temporal resolutions are comparable to those of grid A. In Fig. 3.4, we report
the time histories of the pivot point motion and pitching angle obtained with the
two approaches: all quantities look in good agreement, with small differences in the
amplitude and period of the oscillation.
The simulations were performed on the same workstation using 8 processors. The
comparison between the computational times of the two codes indicates a wall clock
time of ' 0.25s per time step for the IBM code and ' 5s for OpenFOAM, thus
yielding a factor 20. Although the specific figures might depend on the particular
computer architecture and the details of the problem, it is clear that the IBM code
performs more efficiently for this class of problems. It is worth mentioning that the
differences might become even more evident when more than one flapping element is
considered in the problem. In fact, while for IB methods the CPU time would grow
only because of the larger number of immersed surface elements, for a moving grid
method there would be more grid patches in relative motion and the computational

























































Figure 3.4: Comparison of the resulting plate motion between (a) the presently
used immersed boundary method and (b) the body-conforming, overset mesh pro-
cedure [63], for the case Re = 100, A = 2, ρw = 2 and K = 3, in terms the
following observables: PP transverse translation (blue solid line), PP streamwise
translation (black dotted line) and pitching angle (red dashed line).
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Figure 3.5: The employed wind tunnel at DIFI, UniGe, where the real devices
are tested, showing: (A) nozzle, (B) test chamber, (C) diffuser.
load would increase more rapidly than the surface element counting.
3.2 Wind-tunnel experiments
Using the computational tool previously described, we aim at providing support for
the experimental research activity. This is carried out using a subsonic aspirating
open circuit wind tunnel built at the Department of Physics (DIFI) of the University
of Genoa (Italy), shown in Fig. 3.5. The air is aspirated through a honeycomb grid
into the nozzle (A), conveyed to the test chamber (B) and then through the diffuser
(C), at the end of which a three-phase motor of the aspirating fan is collocated. The
tunnel has total length 3m and its shape is designed to obtain a stable and controlled
laminar flow inside the 40× 40× 70 cm3 test chamber, located in the middle part of
the tunnel.
The tunnel calibration was performed using a Cobra probe sampling at 1250Hz.
A free-stream turbulence level around 0.6% is ensured thanks to the use of the hon-
eycomb grid, the appropriate curvature of the nozzle and the slope of the diffuser.
By varying the fan rotational speed, the operational flow velocity in the test chamber
ranges from 1.7 to 10.5 m/s with an absolute error of 0.15m/s. Moreover, visualiza-
tions of the free-stream flow and of the flow-structure interaction are obtained using
a home-made smoke generator apparatus (Fig. 3.6).
By using a 500fps high-definition camera along with an appropriate illumination
and video processing system, it is possible to acquire the time history of wing motion:
a light scatterer placed on the rotational axis of the wing is illuminated by a line laser
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Flow visualizations using smoke generation: (a) free-stream; (b) flow-
structure interaction.
beam and by a numerical elaboration of the movie one can obtain the quantities of
interests such as the pivot point and trailing edge positions and the pitching angle.
As for the energy extraction strategy, several configurations are exploitable. We
choose to maximize the spatial magnetic flux gradient by fixing the magnets in al-
ternated polarity and locate the coils at the ends of the pivot axis (see Fig. 2.2 and
Fig. 2.1a). When LCOs occur, an alternated voltage at the ends of the coils is gen-
erated by Faraday effect. An integrated circuit, specifically designed for the EH
application, is then used to rectify the signal and store the charges efficiently in a
supercapacitor. The electromagnetic coupling depends mainly on the coercive field of
the magnets, their internal inductance and number of turns of coils, as well as on the
distance and geometry of coils and magnets (further information on this aspect can
be found in Refs. [9, 7]).
3.3 Quasi-steady phenomenological model
Besides the numerical and experimental approaches, a reduced-order modeling at-
tempt can be made by means of a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) suit-
able for describing this specific (electro-)aeroelastic system. Seeking for such a math-
ematical description, we introduce a quasi-steady phenomenological model able to
reproduce the nonlinear regimes exploitable for energy harvesting. In this framework,
we are inspired by the models originally proposed for the study of falling plates [4, 34,
32] and later applied to describe fluid forces on appendages in animal locomotion [40]
as well as flapping foils for EH application [15].
Following this line of reasoning, we seek for a two-dimensional effective description
of the system (as that sketched in Fig. 2.1). Our model thus consists of a set of first
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order ODEs written in the frame of reference (x′, y′) co-rotating with the wing1:
(m+m11)v̇x′ = (m+m22)θ̇vy′ + F
el
x′ −m′g sin θ − ρfΓṽy′ − F νx′ + FECx′ (3.6)
(m+m22)v̇y′ = −(m+m11)θ̇vx′ + F ely′ −m′g cos θ + ρfΓṽx′ − F νy′ + FECy′ (3.7)
(IE + Ia)ω̇ = −m22v̇y′rO −mwrwÿ′E − Cg cos θ + lτρfΓṽx′ − τν (3.8)
ẋ′G = vx′ + θ̇y
′
G (3.9)
ẏ′G = vy′ − θ̇x′G (3.10)
θ̇ = ω (3.11)
LCİ + (RC +RL)I = Vemf (3.12)
In the equations above, vx′ and vy′ are the center of mass velocity components, ṽx′ =
(vx′ − U cos θ) and ṽy′ = (vy′ + U sin θ) are those relative to the unperturbed flow,
mf = ρfcsδ, m′ = m−mf , IE is the moment of inertia with respect to the pivot point
E, Cg = (mwrw −mfrO)g, rO and rw are the distances between the center of mass
and the pivot point (normalized by the chord) considering the translating-only and
the translating and rotating bodies, respectively, x′G and y
′
G are the coordinates of
the plate center of mass, θ is the pitching angle and lτ = c(2− cos θ)/4 is the moment
arm of the circulatory force. The added mass quantities m11, m22 are expressed for
the plate of rectangular cross-section following Huang et al. [34]: m11 = (3π/8)ρfδ2,
m22 = (3π/8)ρfc
2, while Ia = (5π/256)ρf(c2 − δ2)2 + m22r2O according to Bryant et
al. [15]. Fel is the elastic force and FEC is the electromechanical coupling force; we
model the elastomeric force using Eq. (2.1) and take into account the energy extraction
by using the additional equation (3.12), mimicking the presence of a RL circuit which
is coupled to the mechanical part, so that we obtain the complete electro-aeroelastic
system representative of real EH prototypes (more details will be given in Sec. 5.2.2).
The expressions for the aerodynamic quantities, i.e. the circulation Γ, the viscous
force Fν and the dissipative fluid torque τν , are based on those by Andersen et al. [4]:










1For the sake of readibility, we report here only the form used in [8], which differs in some details
from the one presented in [62]. Nevertheless, the two versions share all the essential aspects of the
model.
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(ṽx′ , ṽy′), (3.14)









where CT and CR are the translational and rotational lift coefficients, CD(0) and
CD(π/2) are drag coefficients in the parallel and normal orientation, and Cτ is the
dissipative torque coefficient. These coefficients are actually free parameters of the
model that are set after a proper calibration against experimental or numerical data.
For example, when considering the prototypal configuration presented in Sec. 2.1
(which will be investigated with this model in Sec. 5.2), by fitting to the experimental
data the following set is chosen: CT = CR = 1.0, C0D = 0.1, C
π/2
D = 6.5, Cτ = 5.5.
Some comments are worth concerning this delicate aspect. If one focuses on a range
of parameters sufficiently small, we found that a single model calibration is enough
to qualitatively reproduce the system dynamics. On the other hand, if one aims at
predicting the system behavior for large variations of the physical and geometrical
parameters, results provided by the model are generally not accurate and reliable. To
overcome this limitation, a good strategy could be, e.g., to follow the idea proposed
by Lee et al. [44] where the calibration parameters have been obtained as a function of
relevant dimensionless quantities. In this way, the model could be further generalized
and thus represent a useful tool for the design of our EH devices, e.g. to find optimal
dimensions and/or mechanical properties as a function of those of the fluid flow.
One arising question is whether applying such a quasi-steady modeling is justified
in our situation. Although the system reduced frequency, i.e. the Strouhal number
St = fc/U , is typically found to lie between 0.1 and 0.2, the fact that our phenomeno-
logical model works also far from the quasi-steady regime can be traced back to the
same reasons invoked in [4] (see their section 3.4). In our case, of course, the wing
is not falling in still fluid: it is the wind field that, impacting against it, makes the
interaction of the wing with its own wake of little significance. In plain words, lead-
ing edge vortices excited during the flapping stage are quickly swept away from the
unperturbed flow.
Finally, the effect of structural damping, mainly associated with friction at the
hinge axis and possibly to the elastomeric springs, was measured by means of experi-
mental tests perturbating the structure in still fluid, but not included in the presented




Critical condition for flapping
In the analysis of our aeroelastic system, the first point to be addressed is the condition
for which the flutter instability is triggered. In this regard, a common notion in
aeroelasticity is the existence of a critical flow velocity Ucr, above which the instability
starts to manifest [5, 6]. When U > Ucr, the wing enters into an unstable state
undergoing self-sustained oscillations. Conversely, for U < Ucr a stable state is found,
where the wing eventually aligns with the unperturbed flow.
Historically, the majority of efforts in investigating flutter and other aeroelastic
instabilities focused mainly on this aspect, with the goal of avoiding the onset of flow-
induced vibrations. However, the same knowledge serves as a starting point also in
the EH framework, although with the opposite aim of triggering the instability: Ucr
can thus be intended as a cut-in velocity, i.e. the lower threshold of the operational
range for the energy harvester.
The critical velocity depends on several parameters, such as the mechanical prop-
erties of the structure (i.e. mass, spring stiffness, geometry), as well as the fluid
properties (i.e., density and viscosity). In fact, we can refer more generally refer to a
critical condition for the onset of aeroelastic instabilities.
Focusing now on elastically-bounded plates, a first insight is given by Fig. 4.1 where
the time histories of the plate motion from two numerical simulations are reported.
The two cases differ only by the choice of the stiffness K. An initial perturbation
is given by imposing non-zero angular momentum at t = 0. For K = 3 (Fig. 4.1a)
we have an unstable configuration with self-sustained oscillation, while increasing the
stiffness to K = 10 (Fig. 4.1b) above the critical threshold yields a stable state where
the perturbation is suppressed.




























































Figure 4.1: Time history of motion [PP transverse translation (blue solid line),
PP streamwise translation (black dotted line) and pitching angle (red dashed line)]
for homogeneous plate at Re = 100, A = 2, ρw = 2 for (a) K = 3 (unstable state)
and (b) K = 10 (stable state).
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The first goal of the present work is thus to identify the critical condition for self-
sustained flapping of elastically-bounded plates immersed in uniform flow, in order to
reveal the role of the various governing parameters and obtain predictive scaling laws
supporting the optimal design of EH devices. Although the topic has already been
addressed by previous work, in the two-dimensional case and for very large Reynolds
number [64], we propose here a different approach that, despite its simplicity, turns
out to have a wider applicability.
In the following of the Chapter, we first identify the critical condition and derive
analytical predictions for the onset of flapping (Sec. 4.1); hence, we provide both nu-
merical (Sec. 4.2) and experimental (Sec. 4.3) evidence corroborating such predictions.
4.1 Theoretical prediction
To identify the critical condition for flapping, we propose here a relatively simple
approach based on balancing two characteristic timescales (or frequencies) involved in
the problem. The first is the natural frequency, while the second is the so-called wind-
vane frequency. Assuming that both translational and rotational displacements are
infinitesimal, an estimation of these timescales is provided. Hence, by balancing the
two we obtain a prediction for the critical nondimensional stiffnessKcr or, equivalently,
the critical velocity Ucr.
4.1.1 Natural frequency
The first characteristic timescale that we consider is the one associated with the free
response of the elastically-anchored plate when perturbed in the absence of external
forcing and damping. Focusing on this uncoupled situation, the evolution of the linear
displacement X is thus determined only by the inertial and elastic terms, so that an
analogy can be drawn with the equivalent mass-spring system
mẌ +KX = 0, (4.1)
where m is the wing mass and K is the overall stiffness of the considered system
(its explicit expression differs on the basis of the type of elastic elements that are
considered, as later shown). To tackle the problem in a complementary way, we will
split the analysis by considering two different frameworks.
Let us first refer to the more idealized situation represented by the aeroelastic
model introduced in Sec. 2.2, and also sketched in Fig. 4.2a. Here, K = 2k. Assuming
a periodic solution X(t) = X0 sin(ωnt), the well-known expression for the natural
















Figure 4.2: (a) The ideal model of Sec. 2.2. The dotted line represents the linear
spring connecting the anchor point A to the wing pivot point E. (b) The real model
representative of our energy harvester. Each elastomer connects the respective
anchor point Ai to the wing pivot point E; L is the initial elastomer length while
l is the present length during the wing motion; y represents the vertical oscillation
of the pivot point. (c) The wind-vane situation. The wing is hinged at the pivot
point E and rotates about it with a pitching angle θ.






To get closer to our real device, we can otherwise consider the situation sketched
in Fig. 4.2b. Here, x and y are the horizontal and vertical displacement of the pivot
point (assumed to be small), respectively; l is the present length, L the initial length
and l0 is the rest-length of the elastomer; hence, L = l0+ε where ε is the initially given
pre-stretching. Additionally, let G be the shear modulus of the elastomer material and
A0 the initial cross-sectional area of the elastomer. The elastic force modulus is thus


































which can be intended as a linear function of y so that it can also be written as Fy =
Keff(y) y, where we have introduced the equivalent linear spring stiffness, or effective
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Additionally, for the sake of simplicity we can consider the pre-stretching to be small














where m is the mass of the device.
Similar considerations can be made for the horizontal displacement. The total




















that for x l0 yields: Keff(x) = 4GA0/(10L3)(L3 + 2 l30) and for ε l0 further reduces







which means that the natural frequency associated with the streamwise (i.e. surge)
oscillations is much higher than the one related to the transverse (i.e. plunge) oscil-
lations. For this reason, we will assume the latter to be the first frequency to couple
with the aerodynamic one, which is introduced in the next section.
4.1.2 Wind-vane frequency
The next step is to identify a representative timescale for the action of the flow on the
structure. For this purpose, we consider the situation where the wing is hinged at the
pivot point and invested by uniform flow (Fig. 4.2c). This choice is justified since the
plunge displacement is assumed to be small. In this wind-vane setting, the dynamics
is purely rotational and can be described by the moment equation written about the
pivot point
IPP θ̈ = M
aero
PP , (4.11)
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where IPP denotes the moment of inertia and MaeroPP is the aerodynamic moment.
If we also assume the pitching angle θ to be small, the lift force can be evaluated
as CL = 2π θ (i.e., it is linear with θ) and considered to be applied at a distance








2 s θ U2. (4.12)
Seeking for a harmonic solution, i.e. θ(t) = θ0 sin(ωvt), the following expression for









Looking at Eq. (4.13), one can observe that this reflects the existence of an effective
rotational stiffness of aerodynamic nature. Despite the absence of any torsional spring,
and within the assumption of infinitesimal displacements, a characteristic frequency
for pitching can therefore be estimated.
4.1.3 Balance condition for emergence of sustained flapping
At this point, we are able to formulate our prediction by balancing the two charac-
teristic timescales:
ωv ≈ ωn. (4.14)








This finding can also be rearranged in terms of the nondimensional quantities











Stable regimes are therefore expected for U < Ucr or, equivalently, K > Kcr.
Conversely, we predict unstable regimes (i.e. self-sustained flapping states) for U >
Ucr or K < Kcr.
In the following of the Chapter, this prediction is verified by means of both compu-
tational and experimental results, considering different configurations of the aeroelas-
tic system and highlighting the role of geometry and mass distribution on the flapping
threshold.

















Figure 4.3: Threshold for self-sustained flapping in the (A,K) plane. Empty
circles: stable cases; filled circles: unstable cases. The dashed line reports the
theoretical prediction by Eq. (4.17).
4.2 Numerical simulations
In this section, we assess the validity of our theoretical prediction for the nondimen-
sional critical stiffness Kcr through a comparison with results from numerical simu-
lations (whose technical description was supplied in Sec. 3.1). We first consider the
case of homogeneous plate, and then move to the situation where an additional mass
is concentrated on the plate.
4.2.1 Homogeneous plate
As a first step, we apply our theoretical prediction in the framework of the basic model
introduced in Sec. 2.2. In this configuration, the moment of inertia with respect to the






which represents the critical condition for the case of homogeneous plate. Looking
at Eq. (4.17), we observe that Kcr depends linearly on the planform aspect ratio A.
Conversely, both Re and ρw do not appear, suggesting that they do not influence the
threshold for the instability.
To verify this prediction, we have performed a series of simulations at ρw = 2
and Re = 100 while varying A and K. Results are collected in Fig. 4.3, showing
indeed that self-sustained flapping occurs for K < Kcr (unstable cases), while the
wing asymptotically aligns with the flow for K > Kcr (stable cases). As predicted by
the theory, a linear dependence of Kcr onA is found. Although here the simulations
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have been performed at Re = 100, the same evidence is found for different values
(tested up to Re = 1000), in agreement with Eq. (4.17) where the Reynolds number
does not explicitly appear. Furthermore, similar behaviour has been verified when
varying the density parameter ρw.
4.2.2 Role of additional mass
Having verified the prediction in the simplest case, we now consider the presence
of a concentrated mass (i.e., one-dimensional, rod-like and oriented along the span-
wise axis) madd placed on the homogeneous plate. This study is also motivated by
experimental evidence suggesting a significant role of mass distribution.
In this configuration, the total mass is now mtot = m+madd, where the additional
mass is placed at a distance radd aft of the pivot point. Hence, the moment of inertia
is updated to IPP = mc2/3 +maddr2add. Plugging these relations into Eq. (4.16) and
introducing the mass ratio ϕ = madd/m and the dimensionless distance β = radd/c,








The role of additional mass appears in Eq. (4.18) as a correction factor with respect
to the case of homogeneous plate alone. Looking at this expression, some comments
can be made regarding the position of the additional mass β. For β = 1/
√
3, the
correction ratio becomes unity and the critical condition simplifies into Eq. (4.17),
i.e. the same value of Kcr holds as for the homogeneous plate. If β < 1/
√
3, the
critical stiffness increases while increasing ϕ, enlarging the range of unstable states.
The opposite happens when β > 1/
√
3.
To verify numerically this expectation, we focus on the case A = 2, ρw = 2,
Re = 100, and consider the two limiting positions for the additional mass, i.e. β = 0
(corresponding to madd placed at the leading edge) and β = 1 (corresponding to the
trailing edge) while varying ϕ and K accordingly, in order to verify the agreement
with Eq. (4.18).
Fig. 4.4 reports the outcome of this investigation. Overall, our theory agrees well
with the numerical evidence. For β = 0 (red circles and dashed line), the correction
factor in Eq. (4.18) becomes linear in ϕ, so that increasing the additional mass always
increases the critical threshold. We underline that this corresponds to the most fa-
vorable condition for the occurrence of flutter, and consequently for EH. Conversely,
adding mass at the trailing edge, i.e. when β = 1 (blue squares and dotted line), has
a stabilizing effect, hence decreasing Kcr, although with a tendency to saturate for
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Figure 4.4: Threshold for sustained flapping in the (ϕ,K) plane. The theoretical
prediction from Eq. (4.18) is compared with numerical simulations for two different
positions of the additional mass (red dashed line vs circles: β = 0; blue dotted
line vs squares: β = 1). Empty circles/squares denote stable cases and filled
circles/squares unstable ones.
large ϕ: for ϕ→∞, Eq. (4.18) tell us indeed that Kcr → (πA)/4. Finally, note that
for ϕ = 0, we recover the case of homogeneous plate alone predicted by Eq. (4.17).
4.3 Wind-tunnel experiments
We now move to corroborate our theory against experimental data, considering real
devices such as those already introduced in Sec. 2.1. In particular, we will compare
the theoretical value of the critical velocity given by Eq. (4.15) with the measurements
performed in wind-tunnel experiments (whose technical description was supplied in
Sec. 3.2).
Before presenting such comparison, some observations are worth to be considered.
Experimentally, a hysteresis phenomenon has been observed in what it concerns the
resulting wing motions whether increasing or decreasing the wind speed, as also ob-
served for similar aeroelastic systems [74, 3, 68]. This turns out to be crucial also
when identifying the flapping threshold, leading to the problem on how to define a
conventional critical flow velocity Ucr. In fact, depending on the previous history the
latter may vary within a specific range. In our case, we will assume Ucr to be the lower
limit of the range that is measured when the wing is already flapping and the wind
speed is decreased. However, this is typically found to be between 0.8 and 0.9 times
the upper limit (conversely, this is measured when starting from stable state and in-
creasing the wind speed), in agreement with observations reported for classical-flutter
systems [3].










































Figure 4.5: Experimental measurements of the critical velocity for the onset of
sustained flapping (a) as a function of the elastomer rest-length l0 (here, m = 1.63g)
and (b) as a function of the wing massm (with l0 = 58mm, L = 66mm). The dashed
line represents the marginal curve based on Eq. (4.15).
In order to verify the condition for the emergence of self-sustained flapping ac-
cording to Eq. (4.15), two studies have been performed. For all measurements, the
type of elastomers is fixed such that GA0 = 0.604N while the wing geometry is set to
be: c = 60mm, s = 70mm.
In the first study, we investigate the dependence of the critical velocity Ucr on the
elastomer rest-length l0 (while a constant pre-stretching ε is retained), i.e. varying
the effective stiffness Keff(y). The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.5a along with
the prediction expressed by Eq. (4.15) where we make use of the simplified expression
for Keff(y), Eq. (4.7), so that the expected scaling turns out to be Ucr ∼ l−10 . The
measurements are found to be in good agreement with the theoretical prediction. For
the lowest tested value l0 = 25mm the critical velocity is around 8.5m s−1, while for
the highest one (l0 = 120mm) it drops to approximately 3m s−1. This clearly shows
how the cut-in speed of the system can be governed by acting on this simple control
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parameter.
Next, we focus on the dependence of Ucr upon the mass of the system m. In this
experiment, the mass is varied by placing additional weights on the wing rotation axis
so that the moment of inertia IPP is kept constant. Hence, from Eq. (4.15) it follows
that a scaling according to Ucr ∼ (
√
m)−1 has to be expected. Fig. 4.5b collects the ex-
perimental evidence and the theoretical prediction, showing a satisfactory agreement.
To give a quantitative indication, let us point out that, for the given configuration,
Ucr may be reduced of around 33% by placing a 4.5g additional mass on the pivot
axis.
Similarly to what we have found before in the simplified framework, the wind-
tunnel study appears to verify the balance condition that has been proposed for pre-





Once successfully identified the critical condition for flapping, the next step is to ex-
plore the postcritical regime, i.e. the region where K < Kcr or, equivalently, U > Ucr.
Entering this regime, the role of the nonlinear aspects underlying the aeroelastic insta-
bility becomes essential, resulting in limit-cycle oscillations (LCOs) or chaotic motions.
In this work, we will focus on regular LCOs which are of greater interest for EH appli-
cation. The Chapter first deals with results from numerical simulations (Sec. 5.1) and
then presents a comparison between experimental measurements and the phenomeno-
logical quasi-steady model (Sec. 5.2). Overall, we show how the aeroelastic model is
capable of reproducing qualitatively the essential features observed experimentally.
5.1 Numerical investigation
Let us begin our analysis by considering the aeroelastic model of Sec. 2.2, similarly to
what we did in the previous Chapter when investigating the flapping threshold. By
means of numerical simulations, a parametric analysis has been carried out over three
of the governing parameters, i.e. Re, ρw and K, while retaining the same aspect ratio
A = 2. The effect of each parameter is described by looking at several quantities of
interest with impact on the potential for energy harvesting.
The first two are kinematic quantities, i.e. the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
pivot point (PP) displacement along the transverse distance, Amp(yPP ) (normalized
by the wing chord), and the Strouhal number, St = fc/U (i.e., the nondimensional
frequency).
































































Figure 5.1: Flapping observables for the single device as a function of K for
Re = {100 (squares, solid line), 200 (circles, dashed line), 500 (triangles, dotted
line), 1000 (reverse triangles, dash-dotted line)}, ρw = 2 and A = 2: (a) PP
transverse oscillation amplitude, (b) Strouhal number, (c) power coefficient and (d)
Betz efficiency.
The other two quantities are the average plunge power coefficient C̄P and the Betz

















aero ẏPP dt is the average power associated with the plunge motion,
F yaero is the vertical component of the aerodynamic force (i.e., the lift force), and d is
the maximum transverse distance swept by the wing during its motion. C̄P and η are
dynamic quantities giving an indication of the energy extracted by the structure from
the fluid flow and thus of the potential EH performance.
5.1.1 Effect of K and Re
We start by performing a parametric study over different values of the nondimensional
stiffness K = {1, 2, 3, 4} and Reynolds number Re = {100, 200, 500, 1000}. Note that
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here K < Kcr, where Kcr is the value corresponding to the critical condition for the
onset of flapping as derived in Chapter 4. Here, we fix ρw = 2 and A = 2.
The resulting four quantities of interest introduced previously are reported in
Fig. 5.1. The first is the pivot point amplitude Amp(yPP ). As shown in Fig. 5.1a,
Amp(yPP ) is found to increase for decreasingK, i.e. softening the spring. On the other
hand, the Strouhal number St increases almost linearly with K (Fig. 5.1b). Moreover,
the flapping frequency is always found to be larger than the natural frequency (not
shown here), as it is generally the case for flutter-based systems.
Looking at Fig. 5.1c, the trend of the power coefficient C̄P appears qualitatively
similar to those found for the PP amplitude. For lowering K, we can argue that the
variation of C̄P gets smaller (although this conclusion should perhaps be corroborated
by an investigation over a wider range of K). Conversely, for the Betz efficiency η
(Fig. 5.1d) the trend is not monotonic and thus an optimal condition exists at which
η gets maximized.
Overall, variations of the Reynolds number do not appear to modify substantially
the described trend. For lower Re, however, the oscillation amplitude weakens, as well
as power and efficiency, consistently with a more dominant effect of viscosity, except
for the stiffest case K = 4 where for Re = 1000 we observe a sharp decrease. In
this case, it can be observed that the wake remains attached to the wing, while for
lower Re a sequence of vortices is released from the leading edge, producing higher
oscillations. Nevertheless, the Reynolds number appears to play a minor effect. In
light of this evidence, in the rest of this study we will focus only on Re = 100.
5.1.2 Effect of ρw
To move further, we have performed another study where the nondimensional stiffness
is fixed to K = 3 (yielding the maximum η, at Re = 100) and the density ratio ρw is
varied between 1 and 10. Results are shown in Fig. 5.2 reporting the same quantities
as for the previous analysis.
Starting with the amplitude (Fig. 5.2a), we observe that Amp(yPP ) always in-
creases with ρw and, in particular, there is a sharp variation at the smallest ρw
(between 1 and 1.5). This provides an indication of the essential role of inertia in
the fluid-structure interaction. Looking at the flapping frequency (Fig. 5.2b), it is
apparent that St ∝ 1/√ρw. This proves that, although being different, the flapping
frequency is proportial to the natural frequency and thus depends on the plate inertia.
As it was already found for the dependence on K, Amp(yPP ) and St show opposite
trends while varying ρw. In this case, however, the variations of both quantities over
the investigated parametric range are more pronounced. As a result, the power co-
efficient has now a different shape (Fig. 5.2c). It shows a maximum for ρw = 1.5,






























































Figure 5.2: Flapping observables as a function of ρw for Re = 100, K = 3 and
A = 2: (a) PP transverse oscillation amplitude, (b) Strouhal number, (c) power
coefficient and (d) Betz efficiency.


























































Figure 5.3: Flapping observables as a function of U/Ucr for Re = 100, ρw = 2
andA = 2 for plate with (red filled circles and dashed line) and without additional
mass (black empty squares and solid line): (a) PP transverse oscillation amplitude,
(b) Strouhal number, (c) power coefficient and (d) Betz efficiency.
given by the corresponding high value of St and finite Amp(yPP ). However, for a
slight decrease of the density ratio, C̄P drops to its minimum value due to the sharp
decrease of Amp(yPP ). For ρw > 1.5, C̄P gradually decreases since the frequency is
decreasing more rapidly than the increase of amplitude. Finally, the Betz efficiency
(Fig. 5.2d) shows here a shape that is rather similar to that of the power coefficient.
5.1.3 Effect of additional mass
We now consider the presence of an additional mass on the plate as done in Sec. 4.2.2
for identifying the flapping onset. As shown later in Sec. 5.2, with this feature it
is possible to obtain a dynamical behaviour which is rather similar to that observed
experimentally, including the appearance of optimal conditions for maximizing the
oscillation and the extraction. Recalling the definitions introduced in Sec. 4.2.2, we
choose β = 0 and ϕ = 1, which was found to be the configuration most prone to
the instability among those considered, and perform computations while varying the
stiffness over the set K = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Let us start by comparing this configuration with the one without additional mass,
referring to the usual four observables Amp(yPP ), St , C̄P and η. For a more direct
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comparison, these are reported in Fig. 5.3 as a function of the ratio U/Ucr instead
of K. This is done since the range of unstable states for the two configurations is
different (i.e., the one with additional mass has a higher Kcr). Moreover, this will also
provide an easier comparison with experimental measurements.
From Fig. 5.3, we observe that a pronounced peak at an intermediate K now
occurs for the amplitude (Fig. 5.3a), the power coefficient (Fig. 5.3c) and the Betz
efficiency (Fig. 5.3d). Furthermore, the amplitude increases appreciably compared to
the case without additional mass, while the Strouhal number (Fig. 5.3b) has the same
qualitative behaviour but smaller values, consistent with the fact that K decreases
while increasing U/Ucr. The peak of the power coefficient occurs for U/Ucr ≈ 1.4
which corresponds to K = 5, reaching the value C̄P ≈ 0.5. Compared to the homoge-
neous plate alone (where the maximum occurs for the smallest K = 1), we obtain a
significant increase around 40%. On the other hand, the maxima in the efficiency are
comparable, i.e. η ≈ 30%, and occurs at a similar value of U/Ucr.
To understand in more detail the optimal condition maximizing C̄P , Fig. 5.4 re-
ports for three different cases the time history of the instantaneous power coefficient,
along with the lift coefficient CL and the pivot point transverse velocity ẏPP , their
product giving CP . Fig. 5.4a shows the case K = 2 which corresponds to the highest
value of U/Ucr ≈ 2.2 that was tested, for which the lowest value of C̄P is found. In-
deed, both the lift (dotted line) and the PP velocity (dot-dashed line) have relatively
small amplitude, along with a phase delay of the latter with respect to the former.
As a result, the power coefficient (thick solid line) shows a limited amplitude. The
second case, shown in Fig. 5.4b, is the optimal condition with K = 5 (corresponding
to U/Ucr ≈ 1.4), where both the amplitude of CL and ẏPP increase while they become
essentially in-phase, so that the resulting power coefficient is almost positive-only and
with pronounced peaks, yielding the maximum mean value discussed before. In the
third case, K = 8 (or equivalently U/Ucr ≈ 1.1), some phase shift is present again
and in turns the oscillation gets decreased. The power coefficient has a larger negative
region that decreases substantially the mean value.
Overall, Fig. 5.4 supplies only a description of the different flapping states while
varyingK. Given the fully passive nature of the aeroelastic system, the phase shift be-
tween CL and ẏPP and their respective amplitude of oscillation are strictly connected.
However, some further observations can be drawn. One can notice, in particular, how
the form of the lift coefficient differs between the three cases, with a stronger presence
of a secondary peak for increasing K (i.e., decreasing U/Ucr). It can be argued that
this is related to a different way of interacting between the plate and the vortices that
are created during the flapping motion.
From the numerical simulation we can also obtain a three-dimensional visualization
of the vortical structures that are created by the interaction between the flapping wing
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Figure 5.4: Time histories of instantaneous power coefficient (thick solid), lift
coefficient (dotted) and pivot point transverse velocity (dot-dashed) and average
power coefficient (thick dashed line), for (a) K = 2, (b) K = 5 and (c) K = 8.





Figure 5.5: Q-visualization over one flapping cycle for the case: A = 2, ρw = 2,
Re = 100, K = 5 and additional mass with β = 0, ϕ = 1.
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and the incoming flow. To this aim, we compute the second invariant of the velocity




[|Ω|2 − |S|2] > 0, (5.3)
where Ω and S are the anti-symmetric and symmetric part of ∇u, respectively [29].
The visualization of Q-isosurfaces over one flapping period is supplied by Fig. 5.5.
Here we show the optimal configuration with K = 5 but the outcome is similar
for different K (suggesting that the aforementioned interaction details affecting the
power extraction arise in the close proximity of the wing). The wake topology has an
intrinsic three-dimensional structure, as expected given the plate aspect ratio A =
2. Spanwise-oriented vortices periodically detach from the leading edge, between
t/T = 1/8 and t/T = 1/4 (during the downstroke) and between t/T = 5/8 and
t/T = 3/4 (during the upstroke). Once detached, they are convected downstream and
rapidly merge with chordwise-oriented vortices generated at the side ends, leading to
a characteristic horseshoe structure in the wake.
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5.2 Quasi-steady modeling of experimental configurations
In this section, we present results from wind-tunnel measurements, against which
we apply the phenomenological model introduced in Sec. 3.3 to reproduce the same
evidence.
5.2.1 Configuration without energy extraction
We start by considering the case in the absence of any energy extraction mechanism.
In this configuration, the wing is made by a rectangular plate with chord c = 20mm,
span s = 70mm and thickness δ = 100µm. The pivot axis is located at 0.5mm from
the leading edge. The total mass of the moving system is m = 0.845g. Concerning
the anchoring elements, each elastomer has diameter is D0 = 1.2mm and length
l0 = 47.3mm, at rest. A pre-stretching is given so that the initial length is L =
66.3mm. The elastic force magnitude for each elastomer is thus given by |Fel| =
GA0(L/l0 − (l0/L)2) [75], where the material shear modulus value is G = 0.534MPa
and A0 = πD20/4. The natural frequency of the system relative to the vertical motion
can be measured from the free oscillation of the pivot point when perturbating the
elastically bounded wing along the vertical direction, in still fluid, having f(y) =
13.2Hz. From this quantity combined with the given mass, using Eq. (4.8) we can
compute the equivalent linear stiffness Keff(y) (cf. Sec. 4.1.1).
Let us propose first a comparison with the numerical evidence presented in the
previous section. Fig. 5.6 shows the trajectories from a side view of the pivot point and
trailing edge from the numerical simulations of Sec. 5.1.3 along with those obtained
from the experimental testing of the present configuration. Moreover, we also report
the results from the quasi-steady phenomenological model introduced in Sec. 3.3.
As anticipated, the numerical solution turns out to capture the essential phe-
nomenology that is observed in the experiments, despite the simplifications adopted
by the idealized model. For the experimental and quasi-steady modeling results, the
motion of the PP is almost purely transverse, unlike that of the numerical ones; how-
ever, this difference is simply due to the different arrangements of the elastic elements
(in the idealized model, only a pair of springs is present without any pre-stretching
suppressing the horizontal motion). On the other hand, the agreement looks better
for the trailing edge trajectory showing a lemniscate-like shape.
This resemblance is confirmed by looking at Fig. 5.7 where we report the PP
transverse amplitude and Strouhal number, as a function of U/Ucr, obtained from the
laboratory measurements and given by the quasi-steady model. Overall, the trends of
these two quantities are in qualitative agreement with those reported in Fig. 5.3 for
the numerical investigation.



































Figure 5.7: (a) PP transverse oscillation amplitude and (b) Strouhal number
as a function of U/Ucr for the experimental configuration described in Sec. 5.2:
comparison between wind-tunnel measurements (blue triangles and solid line) and
phenomenological model of Sec. 3.3 (green crosses and dashed line).
Looking at Fig. 5.7a, the amplitude of flapping increases for increasing U up to
U/Ucr ≈ 1.8 where it suddenly reaches a peak. Increasing further the velocity, the
resulting shapes of the trajectory change, showing a wider amplitude of the trailing
edge oscillation and the opposite trend for the PP. Displacements are typically of the
same order of the wing chord and a maximum exists for the PP amplitude. Concerning
the results given by the phenomenological model, the peaks are smoothed with respect
to the experimental evidence. One possible cause of such discrepancy is that the model
might not properly reproduce some unsteady, time-history dependent features [4].
Apart from this specific aspect, the proposed reduced-order model looks capable of
reproducing within reasonable accuracy the aeroelastic behavior of the system that is
observed experimentally.
5.2.2 Configuration with energy extraction
We now turn our attention to the experimental prototype that was introduced and
described in Sec. 2.1. Reviewing the main parameters, the wing has chord c = 35mm,
span s = 85mm and foil thickness δ = 100µm. The pivot axis is set at 0.1c from the
leading edge. The total mass of the system (wing, axis, supports and elastomers) is
m ≈ 5.0g; The elastomers have at rest diameter D0 = 1.2mm and length l0 = 50.3mm
and they are pre-stretched to the initial length L = 73mm.
Concerning the electromagnetic apparatus, a pair of coils is placed at the ends of
the pivot axis, each with NC = 1650 turns, internal resistance RC = 150Ω, internal
inductance LC = 10mH, internal and external diameter φi = 5mm and φe = 9mm,
respectively, and height hC = 5mm. Two vertical bars of nine Nd2Fe14B magnets of
size 10mm × 10mm × 4mm with maximum coercive field Hmax = 38MOe are placed
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in front of the coils, at a distance dM−C = 1mm. The coils are connected in series to
an external circuit with a variable resistive load RL (see Fig. 2.1b).
To perform the measurements we proceed as follows: first the fan is turned on at
a given voltage which corresponds to a certain flow velocity and the wing is let to
reach the steady flapping regime without energy extraction, by setting RL = 4MΩ
(i.e. equivalent to the open-circuit condition); subsequently, we reduce the resistive
load to the specified value and the resulting voltage VL at the load is measured by a
PicoScope 4224 oscilloscope. From the root mean square of the latter we can measure
the mean power dissipated by the applied load Pout = V 2rms/RL and in this way we
can map the extracted power as already shown in Fig. 2.4.
When applying the quasi-steady model, a particular aspect concerns how to
express the induced electromotive force Vemf ≡ −Φ,y ẏE, where Φ is the mag-
netic flux accross the coils and ẏE is the vertical velocity of the pivot point [20].
Aided by two-dimensional numerical simulations of the electromagnetic field per-
formed with the FEMM software [50] along with experimental observations, we assume
Φ,y = K sin (πyE/hmag), where hmag is the magnet height. Note that this approx-
imation holds when the coil diameter and the magnet height are almost equal, as
in the present case, otherwise the gradient shape may differ and should be modelled
properly. The electromotive force can thus be written as






where K is a coefficient that depends on the geometric and magnetic properties.
In fact, this is adjusted through a calibration against the experimental data, since
numerical simulations do not account for 3D effects, yielding K = 4.8N/A. Finally, a
counteracting force will be acting on the wing:






where I is the electric current induced within the circuit.
Focusing on the case where U = 4m/s, for which the highest power output is
obtained experimentally, an example of the wing kinematics computed by the model
was shown in Fig. 2.3 for RL = 1kΩ. In terms of flapping frequency, the model is
found to underestimate it of about 3% compared to the experimental one, which is
about 13.5Hz. The time history of the voltage provided by our approach is compared
with the experimental one in Fig. 5.8, where we can observe that some differences
exist in the signal shape, although the peaks are captured quite well. Nevertheless,
we consider the agreement to be satisfactory for our purpose.
Subsequently, we employ the model to investigate cases within the same range of

















Figure 5.8: Time history of the voltage at the load ends for the case: U = 4m/s,

































Figure 5.9: Results by the phenomenological model (empty symbols) compared
with the experimental ones (filled symbols), as a function of the resistive load, for
U = 4m/s: (a) mean output power; (b) global efficiency (computed using Eq. (5.6)).
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RL as in the experiments. Along with the extracted power (Fig. 5.9a), we evaluate







where Aswept = s d and d is the vertical displacement swept by the wing (taken as
the maximum between the leading and trailing edge oscillation amplitude; in the
experiments, an estimation is performed using a high definition camera and digital
processing).
Looking at Fig. 5.9, good agreement is found between the analytical and experi-
mental results, both for power and efficiency. Resulting values for η are between 3 and
7%. Moreover, one can argue from the plots that the optimal value of RL maximizing
the efficiency is slightly lower than the one corresponding to maximum power. Note
that in order to increase the efficiency and/or the energy extraction, further improve-
ments are sought by the adoption of elastomeric capacitors, in place of the current
elastomers, to be used jointly with the electromagnetic coupling [7]. On the other
hand, the development of adequate electronics, in order to handle in an optimal way
the energy extraction, represents a crucial aspect [9].
In conclusion, the phenomenological model here presented turns out to capture
also the essential aspects of the complete electroaeroelastic system. Although its
predictive capability may depend on the variation range of the physical parameters,





Interaction between multiple plates
The goal of the present Chapter is to provide a fundamental study on the behaviour
of multiple elastically-bounded flapping plates immersed in an incompressible laminar
flow, characterizing the resulting dynamics and giving useful insights for the devel-
opment of EH networks made of arrays of such devices. Having characterized the
dynamics of the single device in Chapters 4 and 5, here we investigate three basic
arrangements of multiple devices (shown in Fig. 6.1): (i) in-line, (ii) staggered and
(iii) side-by-side.
A numerical study will be conducted by focusing on the dependence of main quan-
tities of interest with respect to the mutual distance between devices. In light of the
evidence previously supplied concerning the dependence of main flapping observables
on the Reynolds number (see Sec. 5.1.1), in the following we will focus uniquely on
the case at Re = 100. This value is selected to deal with the smoothest flow solution
among the considered cases, in order to get a clearer understanding of the basic mech-
anisms occuring in the interaction between multiple devices. In order to corroborate
the numerical results, we will also provide experimental evidence from wind-tunnel
measurements pertaining to EH application.
6.1 In-line arrangement
We begin our study by considering the in-line configuration, where a second wing
is placed downstream at a distance r = (0, 0, rz) along the streamwise direction, as
sketched in Fig. 6.1a. Here we initially perturb only the upstream wing to evidence

















Figure 6.1: Sketch of configurations investigated for multiple flapping wings: (a)























































Figure 6.2: Time history of transverse PP oscillation (left panels) and steady-
state LCO in (θ, yPP ) plane (right panels) for two devices in-line configuration with
rz = 2, (a,b) K(1) = K(2) = 3 and (c,d) K(1) = 3, K(2) = 1. Black dot-dashed line:
upstream wing (W1); red solid line: downstream wing (W2).
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t/T = 0 
t/T = 1/2




Figure 6.3: Instantaneous views of plate position and vorticity field [negative
values (i.e. counterclockwise) in blue, positive ones (i.e. clockwise) in red] over one
flapping cycle for the in-line arrangement with rz = 4 and K(1) = K(2) = 3.
how the downstream wing dynamics is affected by the impacting wake. To accommo-
date a second downstream device, the domain is enlarged in the streamwise direction
up to z = 20.
To start our analysis, we fix K = 3 for both devices, since this was found to
be the most efficient condition (i.e., maximising η) in the case of the single device,
and perform simulations for different values of the relative distance rz (see Fig. 6.1a).
An insight of the resulting dynamics for the case rz = 2 is given by the top panels
of Fig. 6.2. Looking at the time trace of the plunging motion (Fig. 6.2a), after a
short transient (about 2 cycles) a phase shift is established between the oscillations of
the two devices. In the new flapping state, the motion of the downstream wing gets
synchronized to the wake released by the upstream one, the pitching motion being
driven by low-pressure vortical regions, as it can be observed from Fig. 6.3, showing
instantaneous views of the vorticity field within one flapping cycle. Furthermore, from
the shape of limit-cycles reported in Fig. 6.2b, we note that the state-space trajectory
of the second device is contained within that of the upstream device.
Similar findings are obtained when varying the distance rz, as shown in Fig. 6.4:
the downstream device always oscillates with amplitude smaller than the upstream
one (Fig. 6.4a), with a monotonic trend that seems to recover the single-device be-
haviour for large rz, as expected. The flapping frequencies of the two devices, shown
in Fig. 6.4b, are essentially locked to each other and slightly decreasing for shorter
separation distances, reflecting a small alteration of the upstream wing dynamics as
















































Figure 6.4: Flapping observables for in-line arrangement as a function of the dis-
tance between the two wings: (a) PP transverse oscillation amplitude, (b) Strouhal
number and (c) power coefficient. Solid line and empty squares: upstream wing
(W1); dashed line and filled circles: downstream wing (W2); dotted line: values for
the isolated, single device.
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well. Finally, the power coefficient shows a similar trend (Fig. 6.4c), although the
difference with respect to the single configuration is more pronounced: in fact, this
quantity involves the product between the lift force and the PP velocity, both being
weakened.
6.1.1 Structural tuning of downstream device
In order to improve the performance of the downstream device, we investigate the
configuration in which the value of its stiffness K(2) is varied, while for the upstream
device it is kept fixed to K(1) = 3. Two streamwise distances are considered, i.e.
rz = {2, 4}. Similarly to the previous case, the flapping observables are reported in
Fig. 6.5. The plunge motion increases its amplitude for decreasing K(2), attaining
values close to the device in the single configuration (Fig. 6.5a). Conversely, the
Strouhal number (Fig. 6.5b) decreases while softening the spring for K(2) < K(1) = 3.
In this range, the resulting dynamics is a nonlinear combination of the self-excitation,
taking place in uniform flow, and the wake-forcing mechanism previously discussed.
Bottom panels of Fig. 6.2 show the resulting flapping in time for a representative
case, where one can notice the larger amplitude of both pitch and plunge compared to
the corresponding case with K2 = K1. Furthermore, for this particular case (rz = 2,
K2 = 1), one can see that the system shows asymmetric and multiperiodic oscillation
of the pivot-point (Fig. 6.2c,d). Indeed, it was observed that when K(2) < K(1) the
spectral content is richer and the dominant frequency is altered compared to the single
flapping wing at K = K(2).
For K(2) > K(1) = 3, the flapping frequency remains locked to the upstream wing.
The downstream wing oscillation decreases while increasing K(2) but flapping now
occurs also for K(2) > Kcr ≈ 4.7, unlike what happens in the case of an isolated
device. In this case, the only mechanism causing such motion is wake forcing.
A recovery in the value of the power coefficient is obtained by lowering K2, as
shown in Fig. 6.5c, which is beneficial from the EH perspective, although in none of the
considered cases the same amount as for the single device was obtained. Our numerical
results can be compared with the experimental evidence recently presented in Ref. [38],
where the idea of tuning the pitching stiffness of the downstream wing was proposed
for pitch-and-plunge EH systems: despite the different structural features (e.g., the
presence of restoring moments both in plunging and pitching) and the significant
difference in Reynolds numbers considered, a qualitative analogy can be drawn.














































Figure 6.5: Flapping observables of downstream wing in in-line arrangement
with tuning of its stiffness, as a function of this latter: (a) PP transverse oscillation
amplitude, (b) Strouhal number and (c) power coefficient. Solid line and +’s: rz =
2; dashed line and x’s: rz = 4; dotted line: values for single-device configuration
with K = 3.
















































Figure 6.6: Flapping observables for staggered arrangement (Fig. 6.1b), as a
function of the transverse distance between devices: (a) PP transverse oscillation
amplitude, (b) Strouhal number and (c) power coefficient. Black solid line and
empty squares: W1; blue dashed line and filled circles: W2; red dashed line and
filled triangles: W2’; black dotted line: values for single-device configuration with
K = K(1) = 3.
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6.2 Staggered arrangement
In the staggered arrangement, shown in Fig. 6.1b, a pair of devices (W2 and W2’) is
placed aft of the first one (W1) at a distance r = (0,±ry, rz). We choose the closest
streamwise distance considered for the in-line case, i.e. rz = 2, and investigate the
behaviour for different values of the transverse distance ry = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}.
Results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 6.6. Concerning the plunging ampli-
tude (Fig. 6.6a), an attenuation is found with respect to the single-device configuration
for all devices, which is however limited for W1 to about 5%, while for W2 and W2’
we have a relative peak at ry = 1 (approaching the value in single configuration) and
a sharp decrease for ry = 0.5 (about 20%). In the latter, the downstream wings are
found to lie entirely within the wake released by W1, the oscillation being reduced in
a way similar to what reported for the in-line arrangement, featuring the same syn-
chronization mechanism. For ry = 1, the wake is impacting on downstream devices
only during a portion of the flapping cycle, yielding a different dynamics: the flapping
motions are collectively in-phase, as shown by Fig. 6.7, and the occurring interference
is presumably responsible for the relative peak in amplitude. Increasing the distance
to ry = 1.5 and 2, the same in-phase motion is still observed but W2 and W2’ are now
located outside the wake region and consequently the weakly constructive interference
is not present anymore.
Note that for W2 and W2’ the flapping motion is asymmetric with respect to
the streamwise direction but substantially specular with respect to each other. The
Strouhal number shows almost negligible variations (less than 5%) compared to the
single-device configuration, decreasing for smaller ry (Fig. 6.6b). Values of the power
coefficient are always found to be lower than that of the isolated device. We note
however that, for ry > 1, the power coefficient is found to be higher for downstream
devices (Fig. 6.6c).
6.3 Side-by-side arrangement
We now focus on the side-by-side arrangement, where we place a pair of devices (W2
and W2’) at a transverse distance r = (0,±ry, 0) with respect to the central one
(W1), as sketched in Fig. 6.1c. As for the other two arrangements, only the first wing
is initially perturbed.
Flapping observables from numerical simulations considering three different values
of the mutual distance, i.e. ry = {1, 1.5, 2}, are reported in Fig. 6.8. Looking at the
plunging amplitude (Fig. 6.8a), for sufficiently small separations (i.e. ry ≤ 1.5) the
resulting values are larger than that obtained for the single device, although the
relative increment is only up to about 8% for W1 and 20% for W2 and W2’. The
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Figure 6.7: Instantaneous views of plate position and vorticity field [negative
values (i.e. counterclockwise) in blue, positive ones (i.e. clockwise) in red] over one
flapping cycle for the staggered arrangement with ry = 1 and rz = 2.

















































Figure 6.8: Flapping observables for side-by-side arrangement (Fig. 6.1c), as a
function of the transverse distance between devices: (a) PP transverse oscillation
amplitude, (b) Strouhal number and (c) power coefficient. Black solid line and
empty squares: W1; blue dashed line and filled circles: W2; red dashed line and















Figure 6.9: Time history of transverse PP oscillation for devices in side-by-side
arrangement with ry = 1. Black solid line: W1; red dashed line: W2; blue dot-
dashed line: W2’. Black dashed lines report the maximum and minimum of PP
oscillation in the single configuration.
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Figure 6.10: Instantaneous views of plate position and pressure field [negative
values in blue, positive ones in red] over one flapping cycle for the side-by-side
arrangement with ry = 1.5.
flapping frequency is nearly identical for the three devices and slightly increases while
decreasing ry, up to about 5% when ry = 1 (Fig. 6.8b). Despite the relatively small
variation of these two quantities, a significant increase of the power coefficient occurs
for all flapping plates (Fig. 6.8c): with respect to the single device, for the central
wing the increase is almost 50%, while for the side wings this reaches nearly 90%.
Similarly to what it was observed for the staggered arrangement (Sec. 6.2), the
central wing undergoes symmetrical motion while the side wings exhibit slightly asym-
metrical flapping, as it can be observed from the time traces of the transverse PP
displacement reported in Fig. 6.9. Moreover, the steady-state oscillations of the side
wings are approximately in-phase with respect to each other and in counter-phase
with respect to the central wing. From the qualitative viewpoint, we can observe
how the resulting scenario resembles the counter-phase flapping regime observed for
flexible bodies placed at moderate distances [95, 26, 35].
The described dynamics is supported by Fig. 6.10, where the position of the three
wings along with the pressure field at different instants within one flapping cycle is
shown. From these snapshots, we argue that when two adjacent wings get closer (ap-
proximately when the pitching angle is at its maximum/minimum), the flow velocity
has to increase due to the narrower effective cross section; hence, the pressure mini-
mum gets amplified compared to the single case, this in turns increasing the amplitude
of the lift force and, consequently, the wing oscillation.
In Fig. 6.9, the PP oscillation amplitude of W1 is compared to that of the iso-
lated case. As mentioned before, the variation of this quantity does not provide a
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direct indication of the gain in performance that is achieved employing this configu-
ration. To perform a more detailed comparison, let us focus on the quantities that
are directly associated with the plunge power, whose time evolutions are reported
in Fig. 6.11. The first one is the PP transverse velocity (Fig. 6.11a), for which the
observed difference, in terms of amplitude, is about 20% for all wings. The second is
the lift coefficient (defined as CL = 2F
y
aero/(ρfcsU
2)), shown in Fig. 6.11b, for which
the variation is approximately 20% for W1 and 40% for the side wings. For the latter,
the increment is even more pronounced since the flapping motion is asymmetric, so
that higher positive (or negative) peaks of CL are found for the top (or bottom) wing.
By multiplying these two quantities, we obtain the instantaneous power coefficient
reported in Fig. 6.11c, where one can see how the positive peaks in the side-by-side
configuration are appreciably higher than in the single case, while the negative peaks
remain essentially at the same values. Consequently, the average power coefficient
undergoes the significant increase already presented in Fig. 6.8c.
In light of these results, we move further by considering arrays of more than three
objects, fixing the mutual distance between adjacent devices to ry = 1, for which we
found the highest increase in performance. The outcome of this analysis is presented
by Fig. 6.12 collecting the average power coefficient for each device: when placing
two additional plates at y = ±2 (i.e., considering an array of Nd = 5 devices), these
achieve a further enhanced performance compared to the case where Nd = 3. The
same trend holds when increasing the number of devices to Nd = 11. Increasing Nd,
the motion of flapping objects may be found to be less regular and periodic, as e.g. for
the side wing placed at y = 5. Consequently, we evaluate the average in a statistical
sense by assessing its convergence in time.
Emphasizing the comparison with the total power that could be expected consid-
ering Nd isolated devices, we can write the overall power coefficient associated with






P + I, (6.1)
where C̄SP is the power coefficient of the single device (in isolated configuration) and
the interference quantity I = I(Nd) has been introduced. The latter quantifies the
additional power due to the cooperative effect. Similarly, the relative increment can







Table 6.1 collects the values obtained from our computations, from which IF seems







































Figure 6.11: Time histories of (a) PP transverse velocity, (b) lift coefficient and (c)
instantaneous plunge power coefficient, comparing the central (W1, black), bottom
(W2, blue) and top (W2’, red) wings in side-by-side arrangement with ry = 1 (solid
line) and the same device in single configuration (dashed line). Time is normalized












3 dev. 5 dev. 11 dev. single dev.
Figure 6.12: Power coefficient distribution for side-by-side arrangements with
different number of devices, placed at mutual transverse distance ry = 1. Error
bars indicate the variation in the performed cumulative average due to non-regular
flapping.
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Table 6.1: Performance of side-by-side arrays with different number of devices Nd;
C̄totP is the total power coefficient of the array (Eq. (6.1)) and IF is the interference







Figure 6.13: Side view of the experimental realization of side-by-side array, made
by three elastically-bounded plates, tested in the wind tunnel.
to converge with the number of devices approximately to unity, i.e. the amount of
available power is almost 100% increased compared to the sum of Nd isolated devices.
Moreover, this evidence can be representative when extrapolating our results to the
situation of a network made of a vast number of devices. In this situation the side
effects, although beneficial in terms of performance, are expected to be negligible.
Nevertheless, each device can be thought to behave as those in the central part of the
array. We can therefore conclude that employing a side-by-side arrangement of many
devices appears to be substantially beneficial in terms of EH potential.
6.3.1 Wind-tunnel experiments
In order to corroborate the numerical findings, our study is complemented by an
experimental study on an array of three devices in the side-by-side arrangement, shown
in Fig. 6.13.
Each of the three devices composing the array is similar to those already described
in this work (see e.g. Sec. 5.2.1) and also presented in Refs. [59, 62]. A 0.1mm-thick
foil made of polyvinil acetate, with planform dimensions c = 30mm and s = 65mm,















Figure 6.14: Time history of transverse PP oscillation for the experimental array
of three devices in side-by-side arrangement (Fig. 6.13). Black solid line: W1; red
dot-dashed line: W2; blue dashed line: W2’. Black dashed lines indicate maximum
and minimum displacement of W1 in the single configuration.
is glued to a brass rod that is connected (allowing free rotation) to four elastomeric
elements made of siliconic rubber, aligned with the streamwise direction and pre-
stretched so that, following Eq. (4.6), the value of the effective stiffness is about
Keff(y) ≈ 13N/m. The mass of the moving body is m = 0.94g and the center of mass is
approximately placed 0.2c aft of the leading edge.
Experiments were performed following the procedure that has been described in
Sec. 3.2. The three devices are collocated within a fixed frame and placed approx-
imately at the center of the test chamber. The mutual distance between devices is
ry ≈ 1.1. A freestream air velocity U = 4.5m/s is chosen, at which regular LCO was
found for devices tested in the single configuration.
Assuming air at standard conditions, the chord-based Reynolds number can be
estimated as Re ≈ 9×103, while from the other quantities we can derive the remaining
equivalent nondimensional parameters: A ≈ 2, ρw ≈ 17 and K ≈ 21. Except for the
aspect ratio, these values are clearly different from those considered in the numerical
investigation. The analysis is thus intended as complementary, in order to assess the
robustness of the outlined mechanism when moving into the operational range of the
real EH application.
The experiment has been conducted as follows. First, we performed measure-
ments of each device taken individually, i.e. removing the other two from the array
and retaining the device under consideration in the same position as in the multiple
configuration. Then, we tested the multiple configuration, where all three devices are
present.
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Figure 6.15: Side views of the experimental side-by-side arrangement of three
devices during collective flapping motion (the wind is coming from the right and
the time interval between frames is 4ms).
Table 6.2: Flapping observables for the experimental array of three devices in
side-by-side arrangement. The suffix denotes values for the single (S) or the array
(A) configuration.
Device Amp(yPP )S Amp(yPP )A StS StA C̄SP C̄
A
P
W2’ 0.69 0.97 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.30
W1 0.73 1.07 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.43
W2 0.83 0.9 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.29
The time traces of the acquired PP oscillation for each device are reported in
Fig. 6.14, where it appears that the behaviour is analogous to that observed numeri-
cally: the amplitude of the oscillation increases and the flapping motions of adjacent
wings are essentially in counterphase, as it is also shown by the side views of Fig. 6.15.
To quantify the effect due to the mutual interaction, Table 6.2 reports values of
the same observables analysed numerically, i.e. amplitude of PP oscillation, Strouhal
number and power coefficient, both for the single and multiple configurations. Fo-
cusing on data of the single configuration, we observe that a certain difference exists
between the three devices, which can be ascribed to constructive details. Nevertheless,
when considering the same quantities in the multiple configuration, an increase with
respect to the single case is found for all devices. In particular, the PP amplitude is
maximised for the central wing (W1), with an increase around 40% with respect to
the individual configuration. Variation in frequency is smaller, i.e. between 2 and 10%
with the same resulting synchronisation between devices that is observed numerically.
From the acquired movies it is also possible to evaluate the aerodynamic forces and
thus the power associated to the plunge and pitch motions. In Table 6.2, we report the
cycle-averaged plunge power coefficient, as defined in Eq. (5.1). The increment when





This work has investigated the dynamics of an aeroelastic system, based on the flut-
tering oscillations of elastically-bounded plates interacting with laminar flow, suitable
for energy harvesting applications.
To support the experimental development and capture the essential physics in-
volved, we have considered an effective physical model where homogeneous plates are
anchored by linear springs and immersed in uniform flow. By employing a finite-
difference Navier-Stokes solver coupled with a moving-least-squares immersed bound-
ary method, we have performed numerical simulations for the single and multiple wing
configurations. Such approach has been proven to be particularly suitable for prob-
lems with many moving and/or deformable objects. Along with this methodology, we
have also presented evidence from wind-tunnel experiments as well as by a reduced-
order, quasi-steady phenomenological model that has been employed with success in
similar fluid-structure interaction problems.
This study has addressed three key features which can be summarized along with
the corresponding main outcomes:
1. We have identified the critical condition for self-sustained flapping using a simple
balance between characteristic timescales.
2. We have explored postcritical regimes characterized by regular limit-cycle oscil-
lations, highlighting how to maximize their amplitude and in turns the mechan-
ical power.
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3. We have investigated the dynamics of arrays of multiple devices, revealing how
substantial performance improvements can be obtained using certain arrange-
ments.
Overall, useful insights have been supplied that can support the design of efficient
EH devices based on elastically-bounded flapping plates.
As a first step, we have focused on how to predict the onset of self-sustained
oscillating motion and therefore deduce an expression for the critical flow velocity Ucr
(or, equivalently, in terms of the nondimensional stiffness Kcr), above (below) which
unstable flapping states are found. Both numerical and experimental evidence are in
agreement with the theoretical prediction obtained by a balance condition between
the natural frequency of the system and the so-called wind vane frequency (i.e., the
characteristic frequency when a rigid plate is hinged at a pivot point and immersed in
an incompressible flow). This finding has practical relevance, since the critical velocity
for sustained flapping represents the lower threshold of the operational flow velocity
range.
Once identified the critical condition for flapping, the second step has regarded the
analysis of the postcritical regime, i.e. the region U > Ucr (or, equivalently, K < Kcr),
where the nonlinear aspects become crucial and LCOs emerge. Focusing on regular
oscillations which are of greater interest for EH, we carried out a parametric investiga-
tion first assessing the role of the governing parameters (Re, K and ρw), and then also
considering the presence of an additional mass on the plate. Despite the simplicity of
the model, this latter configuration turns out to capture the essential behavior that
is observed experimentally for the real device, including the appearance of optimal
conditions with maxima of the oscillation and power extraction at intermediate K.
Moreover, the quasi-steady phenomenological modeling strategy has been successfully
applied to reproduce the experimental data and provide an analytical description from
which further information can be obtained.
The third aspect has been investigated by considering three basic arrangements
of multiple devices: (i) in-line, (ii) staggered and (iii) side-by-side. We investigated
how the dynamical behavior is affected by the mutual distance at which devices are
placed in the multiple configuration. For both the in-line and staggered arrange-
ments, the performance of interacting devices is found to be worse than in the single
case, although a recovery in performance can be achieved by tuning the elasticity of
downstream devices. When considering the side-by-side configuration, in contrast, the
interaction turns out to be beneficial and relevant increases of the power coefficient
are found. Further enhancements are obtained when increasing the number of devices
in the array. A constructive interference is found, causing the total power coefficient
of the network to increase up to 100% with respect to the expected amount by the
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same number of isolated devices. The occurrence of this cooperative effect has been
verified experimentally considering an array of prototypal devices in complementary
conditions. Our results therefore suggest the development of dense arrays of devices
as a strategy that could enable higher EH performance.
We conclude by pointing out open issues that could foster future developments
along this line of research. These include points that have not been fully addressed
so far, as well as other aspects that remain completely unexplored:
• Understand in more detail the optimal condition that has been observed in the
postcritical flapping states of the plate with additional mass (Sec. 5.1.3) as well
as in the experimental configuration (Sec. 5.2.1).
• Explore other arrangements for multiple devices, e.g. placing several ones also
along the spanwise direction (not considered here), in order to outline a fully
three-dimensional EH network concept.
• Include the presence of the energy extraction stage in the fully-resolved numer-
ical simulations by means of a proper modeling strategy, such as an additional
ODE mimicking the connected electrical circuit.
• Consider a turbulent incoming flow, which is a typical condition of many real-
world environments (e.g., atmospheric or oceanic currents) and investigate the
behavior of the elastically-bounded flapping plates in this condition.
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Summary of other research activity
Besides the one addressed by this Thesis, the work that has been developed during
this Ph.D. project concerned also other topics related to fluid-structure interaction,
transport phenomena, turbulence and particle-laden flows. In this annex, a short
description of such activity and related outcomes is provided.
Passive control by appendages behind bluff bodies [41]
Sophisticated flow control techniques are used by organisms of various kind, including
both motile animals and non-motile seeds, to improve their locomotion. To increase
our understanding of such mechanisms, we have investigated the problem by focusing
on passive lift/drag control by means of three-dimensional elliptic-shaped appendages
behind a sphere at moderate Reynolds number flow conditions (Fig. 1).
Our starting point is the semi-empirical model proposed by Lācis et al. [40], for
the two-dimensional case where a simple splitter plate was attached behind a circu-
lar cylinder falling in still fluid, revealing an inverted-pendulum-like (IPL) instability
which leads to reorientation of the body and passive dispersion, i.e. drift with respect
to the direction of gravity.
We have extended this work characterizing the described fluid-structure interaction
in a three-dimensional situation by carrying out numerical simulations over a wide
range of the appendage aspect ratio. Results show that the presence of the IPL
instability persists also in the 3-D case, despite the more complex wake topology, for a
wide range of appendages. Hence, the IPL model is used to explain, from a qualitative
viewpoint, the mechanisms underlying the observed evidence. Furthermore, from the
systematic parametric investigation over the aspect ratio and length of appendages,
we are also able to identify the one giving the largest drift angle of the body that
would be free to fall.




















Figure 1: (a) Body consisting of a sphere and a planar, elliptical appendage falling
freely under the influence of gravity. (b) Same body in a fixed framework, where it
is exposed to a constant free-stream velocity.
Dispersion of inertial particles in turbulent flow [10]
In the early 1920s, Taylor derived what can be fairly considered one of the cornerstones
of large-scale transport of tracer particles in fluid flows. In the limit of long observation
time and under rather general assumptions, Taylor observed that the mean square of
tracer particle displacement grows linearly in time with a rate now usually referred to
as the eddy-diffusivity coefficient. Based on this observation, Taylor established a first
principle identity expressing the tracer particle eddy diffusivity as a time integral of
the fluid velocity autocorrelation function evaluated along the fluid trajectories. Since
then, Taylor’s formula has played a key role in the analysis of turbulent dispersion of
tracers.
Tracer dispersion is a small subset of a much larger class of transport problems:
the transport of inertial particles. Inertial particles are small particles having a finite
size and/or density different from that of the carrier fluid. Our aim has been to review
in a fashion independent of model details the conditions presiding over the expression
of the inertial particle eddy diffusivity as an integral of the correlation functions of
fluid velocity and external forces evaluated along the particle trajectories.
Thanks to our generalized Taylor formula, one can evaluate the autocorrelations
and the cross correlations of flow and external forces, either through available data or
from analytical dynamical models. This allows investigating how and in what regions
of the flow the model terms and their mutual interactions contribute to transport,
providing more physical information about the problem.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Snapshot from DNS of HIT in which a flexible fiber (line in orange) is
immersed, with isosurfaces of Q (in cyan) depicting the istantaneous vorticity field,
and the three back planes coloured according to the value of the enstrophy field. (b)
Probability density function (PDF) of the longitudinal velocity increments for the
subcritical underdamped case γ/γudcrit = 0.3. Comparison between the Lagrangian
fiber measurement (bullets) and the Eulerian one (filled curve).
Lagrangian fiber tracking as a proxy of turbulent statistics
and fluid velocity gradient [76, 18]
We have explored the possibility of using fiber-like objects to measure fluid flow prop-
erties in both laminar and turbulent conditions. First, we have investigated how to
access the statistics of homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) by considering fibers
with length in the inertial range of scales (Fig. 2a). We found that the statistical
properties of turbulent eddies of comparable size can be measured in a Lagrangian
way by simply tracking the position and velocity difference between the fiber ends.
For the case of flexible fibers, a phenomenological theory recently proposed by Rosti
et al. [77] is able to predict different flapping regimes, in some of which the fiber is
effectively slaved to the flow and can therefore be used to measure various two-point
statistics of turbulence such as, e.g., the probability density function of longitudi-
nal velocity increments (Fig. 2b). The predictions have been corroborated by fully-
coupled direct numerical simulations employing an immersed boundary technique for
the fluid-structure interaction.
When considering rigid fibers the same outcome is obtained, provided that the
Stokes number is sufficiently small and that one focuses on transverse velocity differ-
ences instead of longitudinal ones. In this case, experimental evidence has also been
recently obtained along with the numerical one. The results are complemented by
the measurement of the eddy turnover time through the fiber tumbling time and the
evaluation of the Kolmogorov constant.
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Figure 3: Visualizations of the velocity field for three-dimensional cellular flows.
Left: stable ABC flow solution; center: unstable flow at Re = 130; right: the same
but in the presence of a network of 63 fibers, leading to a steady configuration.
While for HIT the outlined strategy works only in a statistical sense, we have
also studied how instantaneous measurements of the whole fluid velocity gradient can
be performed by tracking assemblies of rigid fibers. This has been investigated for
different classes of cellular flows (steady or time dependent, two dimensional or three
dimensional) comparing the fiber-based measurement with the analytical solution for
the unperturbed flow.
Overall, our results strongly suggest the possibility of using fibers (or assemblies
of them) to perform multi-point flow measures, giving rise to a new ‘Fiber Tracking
Velocimetry’ technique.
Turbulence alteration in a network of fixed fibers
We investigated how classical fluid turbulence is modified by the presence of a network
of fixed fibers, as a conceptual representation of flow within a canopy. In boundary-
layer meteorology, the interaction of wind with plant (or urban) canopies is known to
cause modifications in the momentum and heat fluxes and velocity profiles. Moreover,
such features can influence the transport and mixing properties within the canopy,
consequently altering ecological mechanisms such as carbon dioxide exchange.
To this aim, we first consider a steady large-scale external forcing, for which the
stable Arnold-Beltrami-Childress (ABC) solution is obtained (for a sufficiently low
Reynolds number Re), and investigate the stabilizing effect of the canopy (Fig. 3).
This framework enables us to obtain a clear understanding of the energy distribu-
tion across the scales of motion, and to propose an effective large-scale description
by means of a simple Darcy friction term. The predicted scaling with the main pa-
rameters, e.g. fiber concentration and length, is confirmed when considering different
flow configurations such as the parallel Kolmogorov flow and homogeneous isotropic
turbulence, providing evidence of the same mechanisms.
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List of papers and communications
The present annex reports the list of contributions, in terms of scientific articles and
presentations, produced during the development of this Doctoral Thesis. These con-
cern the topic of this dissertation as well as the other subjects on which the Candidate
has actively worked as complementary research activity.
Articles on peer-reviewed scientific journals
1. S. Olivieri, G. Boccalero, A. Mazzino, and C. Boragno. “Fluttering conditions of
an energy harvester for autonomous powering”. Renewable Energy 105 (2017),
pp. 530–538
Flapping states of an energy harvesting device have been investigated by means
of experiments, numerical simulations and a phenomenological model. The main
aim is to predict the geometrical/physical properties of the system allowing sus-
tained flapping limit cycles to emerge. These latter regimes are interesting when
the system is used to harvest energy from flows. The main argument to identify
flapping states is based on a simple resonance condition between the characteris-
tic (elastic) time of the system and the flow time-scale. Similar arguments have
been successful in other fields of fluid dynamics and fluid-structure interactions
including turbulent flows of dilute polymer solutions and interactions between
the wake originated by bluff bodies and elastic structures. The predictions of
the geometrical/physical properties associated to critical conditions (i.e. those
separating stable stages from flapping regimes) have been compared against the
results of experiments, numerical simulations and a phenomenological model
based on a set of ordinary differential equations. Results clearly confirm the
expectations from the resonance condition. Discussions on how to extend our
analysis in situations where the extraction stage is taken into account are also
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provided: this latter is indeed expected to influence the flapping stage and thus
the critical conditions for flapping.
2. U. Lācis, S. Olivieri, A. Mazzino, and S. Bagheri. “Passive control of a falling
sphere by elliptic-shaped appendages”. Physical Review Fluids 2 (3 2017),
p. 033901
The majority of investigations characterizing the motion of single or multiple
particles in fluid flows consider canonical body shapes, such as spheres, cylin-
ders, discs, etc. However, protrusions on bodies—either surface imperfections
or appendages that serve a function—are ubiquitous in both nature and ap-
plications. In this work, we characterize how the dynamics of a sphere with
an axis-symmetric wake is modified in the presence of thin three-dimensional
elliptic-shaped protrusions. By investigating a wide range of three-dimensional
appendages with different aspect ratios and lengths, we clearly show that the
sphere with an appendage may robustly undergo an inverted-pendulum-like
(IPL) instability. This means that the position of the appendage placed be-
hind the sphere and aligned with the free-stream direction is unstable, similar
to how an inverted pendulum is unstable under gravity. Due to this instability,
nontrivial forces are generated on the body, leading to turn and drift, if the body
is free to fall under gravity. Moreover, we identify the aspect ratio and length of
the appendage that induces the largest side force on the sphere, and therefore
also the largest drift for a freely falling body. Finally, we explain the physical
mechanisms behind these observations in the context of the IPL instability, i.e.,
the balance between surface area of the appendage exposed to reversed flow in
the wake and the surface area of the appendage exposed to fast free-stream flow.
3. G. Boccalero, S. Olivieri, A. Mazzino, and C. Boragno. “Power harvesting by
electromagnetic coupling from wind-induced limit cycle oscillations”. Smart Ma-
terials and Structures 26.9 (2017), p. 095031
Recent developments of low-power microprocessors open to new applications
such as wireless sensor networks (WSN) with the consequent problem of au-
tonomous powering. For this purpose, a possible strategy is represented by en-
ergy harvesting from wind or other flows exploiting fluid–structure interactions.
In this work, we present an updated picture of a flutter-based device charac-
terized by fully passive dynamics and a simple constructive layout, where limit
cycle oscillations are undergone by an elastically bounded wing. In this case,
the conversion from mechanical to electrical energy is performed by means of an
electromagnetic coupling between a pair of coils and magnets. A centimetric-
size prototype is shown to harvest energy from low wind velocities (between 2
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and 4 ms−1 ), reaching a power peak of 14 mW, representing a valuable amount
for applications related to WSN. A mathematical description of the nonlinear
dynamics is then provided by a quasi-steady phenomenological model, reveal-
ing satisfactory agreement with the experimental framework within a certain
parametric range and representing a useful tool for future optimizations.
4. S. Boi, A. Mazzino, P. Muratore-Ginanneschi, and S. Olivieri. “Generalization
of Taylor’s formula to particles of arbitrary inertia”. Physical Review Fluids 3
(10 2018), p. 104501
One of the cornerstones of turbulent dispersion is the celebrated Taylor’s for-
mula. This formula expresses the rate of transport (i.e., the eddy diffusivity) of
a tracer as a time integral of the fluid velocity autocorrelation function evalu-
ated along the fluid particle trajectories. Here, we review the hypotheses which
permit us to extend Taylor’s formula to particles of any inertia. The hypotheses
are independent of the details of the inertial particle model. We also show by
explicit calculation that the hypotheses encompass cases when memory terms
such as Basset’s and Faxén’s corrections are taken into account in the modeling
of inertial particle dynamics.
5. S. Olivieri, C. Boragno, R. Verzicco, and A. Mazzino. “Constructive interfer-
ence in a network of elastically-bounded flapping plates”. Journal of Fluids and
Structures 90 (2019), pp. 334–353
Aeroelastic phenomena are gaining significant attention from the perspective of
energy harvesting (EH) with promising applications in supplying low-power re-
mote sensors. Besides the development of individual EH devices, further issues
are posed when considering multiple objects for realizing arrays of devices and
magnifying the extracted power. Due to nonlinear mutual interactions, the re-
sulting dynamics is generally different from that of single devices and the setup
optimization turns out to be nontrivial. In this work, we investigate the prob-
lem focusing on a flutter-based EH system consisting of a rigid plate anchored
by elastic elements and invested by a uniform laminar flow, undergoing regular
limit-cycle oscillations and flapping motions of finite amplitude. We consider a
simplified, yet general, physical model and employ three-dimensional direct nu-
merical simulations based on a finite-difference Navier–Stokes solver combined
with a moving-least-squares immersed boundary method. Focusing on main
kinematic and performance-related quantities, we first report on the dynamics
of the single device and then on multiple devices, considering different arrange-
ments (i.e.: in-line, staggered and side-by-side). A parametric exploration is
performed by varying the mutual distance between the devices and insights are
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provided. For the in-line arrangement, a recovery in performance for downstream
devices is achieved by tuning their elasticity. Moreover, cooperative effects in
the side-by-side arrangement are found to be substantially beneficial in terms of
resulting power, with increases (i.e. constructive interference) up to 100% with
respect to the single-device configuration. In order to confirm this numerical
evidence, complementary results from wind-tunnel experiments are presented.
Finally, we describe the system behaviour when increasing further the number
of devices, outlining the ultimate goal of developing a high-performance EH
network of numerous aeroelastic energy harvesters.
6. M. E. Rosti, S. Olivieri, A. A. Banaei, L. Brandt, and A. Mazzino. “Flowing
fibers as a proxy of turbulence statistics”. Meccanica 55 (2020), pp. 357–370
The flapping states of a flexible fiber fully coupled to a three-dimensional turbu-
lent flow are investigated via state-of-the-art numerical methods. Two distinct
flapping regimes are predicted by the phenomenological theory recently proposed
by Rosti et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 121:044501, 2018) the under-damped regime,
where the elasticity strongly affects the fiber dynamics, and the over-damped
regime, where the elastic effects are strongly inhibited. In both cases we can
identify a critical value of the bending rigidity of the fiber by a resonance condi-
tion, which further provides a distinction between different flapping behaviors,
especially in the under-damped case. We validate the theory by means of direct
numerical simulations and find that, both for the over-damped regime and for
the under-damped one, fibers are effectively slaved to the turbulent fluctuations
and can therefore be used as a proxy to measure various two-point statistics of
turbulence. Finally, we show that this holds true also in the case of a passive
fiber, without any feedback force on the fluid.
7. M. Cavaiola, S. Olivieri, and A. Mazzino. “The assembly of freely moving rigid
fibers measures the flow velocity gradient tensor” (2020). (under review)
The motion of an assembly of rigid fibers is investigated for different classes
of closed streamline flows, steady or time dependent, two dimensional or three
dimensional. In our study, the dynamics of the fiber assembly is fully-coupled
to the flow field by means of a state-of-the-art immersed boundary method.
We show that, for sufficiently small Stokes times of the assembly, the whole
flow gradient tensor can be accurately reconstructed by simply tracking the
fiber assembly and measuring suitable fiber velocity differences evaluated at the
fibers ends. Our results strongly suggest the possibility of using rigid fibers (or
assembly of them) to perform flow measures either in laboratory or in field.
Experiments are mandatory to inquire this latter possibility including the one
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of exploiting our new findings to give birth to a ‘Fiber Image Velocimetry’ as a
new technique to measure multi-point flow properties.
Proceedings of international conferences
1. S. Olivieri, G. Boccalero, A. Mazzino, and C. Boragno. “FLuttering Energy
Harvester for Autonomous Powering (FLEHAP): aeroelastic characterisation
and preliminary performance evaluation”. Procedia Engineering 199 (2017). X
International Conference on Structural Dynamics, EURODYN 2017, pp. 3474
–3479
Significant efforts are being devoted in order to develop efficient and reliable
energy harvesters based on interactions between structures and environmental
fluid flows such as wind or marine currents. In this framework, a fully-passive
energy harvester of centimetric size employing an elastically bounded wing has
been developed. The system exploits the coupled-mode flutter, leading in certain
conditions to finite amplitude and self-sustained oscillations. Electrical output
power levels up to 15[mW] have been reached by an experimental prototype
within a wind range between 2 and 5 [m/s] by means of electromagnetic cou-
pling as the conversion strategy. Focusing on the aeroelastic point of view, it is
crucial to investigate how the kinematics (i.e. flapping amplitude and frequency,
phase between the pitch and plunge motion DoFs) varies with the main param-
eters (e.g. wind velocity and wing geometry), in order to identify the optimal
conditions for potential harvesting. With this goal in mind, we present and
discuss the results for a representative configuration of the device (first with-
out the extraction mechanism), exploring the behavior within the design wind
range, combining wind-tunnel experiments, three-dimensional CFD simulations
and the development of a quasi-steady phenomenological model. We find that
both the amplitude and the frequency of the flapping motion are maximised for
a certain wind velocity. Moreover, the phase between pitch and plunge changes
abruptly when close to this condition. Hence, we estimate the mechanical power
that the wing is able to collect and the Betz efficiency, e.g. the ratio between
the latter and the power available in the flow. The mathematical model is
then enriched by additional terms mimicking an electrical resistive circuit and
predictions are made regarding the extracted power and global efficiency of the
system, showing the presence of optimal conditions for which these quantities are
maximised. Finally, we outline future challenges in the harvester development
towards a realistic deployment.
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2. G. Boccalero, C. Boragno, S. Olivieri, and A. Mazzino. “FLuttering Energy
Harvester for Autonomous Powering (FLEHAP): a synergy between EMc and
Dielectric Elastomers Generators”. Procedia Engineering 199 (2017). X Inter-
national Conference on Structural Dynamics, EURODYN 2017, pp. 3428 –3433
Energy Harvesting is the main solution to ensure the powering of sensors and
micro-processors, especially in extreme environmental conditions where the use
of batteries can be expensive or even impractical. In this work, a coupled-mode
aero elastic fluttering system, exploiting self-sustained oscillations to harvest
electrical energy from the mechanical one, is proposed. An airfoil can freely
turn around its rotational axis, bounded to two elastomers parallel to the flow:
in the presence of a fluid in motion, under particular mechanical conditions, the
system exhibits limit cycle oscillations characterized by noteworthy amplitude
and frequency. Moving in the space of parameters every flow speed range is the-
oretically achievable for the purposes of electrical extraction; this work will focus
on low wind speed conditions. By positioning a pair of coils at the ends of the
rotational axis of the wing and fixing magnets in an alternated polarity in front
of their quasi-vertical harmonic motion, an electro-magnetic coupling (EMc) is
obtained: during the oscillations an alternated voltage at the ends of the coils is
measured. Dielectric Elastomer Generators (DEGs), composite material formed
by coupling two stretchable electrodes to a high permittivity rubber, forming a
capacitor in which the capacitance changes with the stretching, replace tradi-
tional elastomers: this permits, by charging the DEGs in the maximal stretched
status and discharging it in the pre-stretch status, to amplify the input voltage.
DEGs cannot be an autonomous powering, because they need an external elec-
trical energy source. Synergistically, the use of an integrated circuit designed
for storing efficiently the charges from the EMc in a supercapacitor (SC), and
electronics able to manage the DEGs by a ‘charge pumping’ process supplying a
second SC, allows to ensure an excellent and adaptable autonomous powering.
A further synergy is introduced exploiting intrinsic effects of the two electrical
extraction strategies adopted in the system: EM damping due to the resistance
load, and the change in stiffness of DEGs when a voltage is applied, can extend
the operating speed range, increasing its global efficiency. Centimeter-sized de-
vices exploiting EMc and DEGs, and an overview about DEGs materials are
presented in this work.
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